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IN LONDON VISIT

MINIFiGS SKYTREX
13 GILLINGHAM STREET

(Near Victoria Station)

OUR SHOP iS STILL AT

4 NORTHAM ROAD

SOUTHAMPTON

PRICES
FOOT, R i DER or PERSONALITY 'O'
HORSET
GUN

25inm MODELS
•from 12p
•from 18p
■from 35p

IMPERIAL
ROME

NEXT MONTH — THE CAVALRY

NEW
DESIGNS

FOR

POSTAGE
Upto£1
Pius each £1 or part to £9 .
Thereafter each £1 or part

INLAND
20p
top

MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
1-5 GRAHAM RD, SOUTHAMPTON Te|:208S5

THE ARMIES & ENEMIES OF IMPERIAL ROME 25mm Range
INFANTRY (Price Series O)
IR 1 Roman Legionarius Late Republic

2 Augustan Legionarius
3 Legionarius Early 1st Cent. A.D.
4 Legionarius 1st/2nd Cent. A.D.
5 Legionarius Trajan's Dacian Wars
6 Legionarius Mid. 2nd Cent. A.D.
7 Legionarius 2nd/3rd Cent. A.D.
8 Praetorian 3rd/4th Cent. A.D.
9 Legionarius 3rd/5tti Cent. A.D.

10 Augustan Auxiliary Lanciarius
11 Auxiliary Infantry Early 1 st Cent. A.D.
12 Auxiliary Infantry Mid. 1st Cent. A.D.
13 Auxiliary Infantry 1st/2nd Cent. A.D.
14 Auxiliary Infantry 2nd Cent. A.D.
15 Auxiliary Infantry 2nd/4th Cent. A.D.
16 Lanciarius 4th Cent. A.D.
17 Infantry of Auxilla Palatina
18 Infantry of Auxilla Palatina
19 Eastern Aux. Archer 1st/2nd Cent. A.D.
20 Westerri Aux. Archer 1st/2nd Cent. A.D.
21 Eastern Aux. Archer Mid/Late 2nd Cent. A.D.
22 Archer 3rd/5th Cent. A.D.
23 Augustan Marine
24 Barbarian Symmachiarius Javelinman
43 Roman Legionarius Late Republic
44 Legionarius Early 1st Cent. A.D.
45 Legionarius Mid. 1st/2nd Cent. A.D.
47 Byzantine Light Archer
50 ^zantine Heavy Infantry Advancing
51 Legionarius 2nd/3rd Cent. A.D.
54 Gallic Infantry with Sword
56 Gallic Infantry with Javelins
57 British Slinger
61 British Swordsman
62 British Swordsman
63 British Javeiinman
64 Early German Infantry
66 Early German Infantry
69 Dacian Javelinman
70 Dacian with Rhomphaia
71 Dacian Archer
75 Jewish Infantry
76 Jewish Archer
77 Asiatic Mountaineer with Javelin
60 Pictish Spearman
81 Pictish Archer
63 Pictish Javelinman
66 Legionarius 3rd/5th Cent. A.D.
66 Lower Class Scots/Irish Warrior
69 Upper Class Scots/Irish Warrior
90 Ulster Warrior
92 Upper Class Saxon Warrior
93 Saxon Peasant Spearman
94 Visigothic Infantry
95 Prankish Spearman
96 Prankish Infantry with Prancisca
97 Prankish Swordsman
98 Ostrogothic Archer

102 Palmyan Arc^ier
110 Sassanid Levy Spearman
112 Sassanid Mercenary Archer
113 Sassanid Mercenary Slinger
115 Auxiliary Infantry 1st/2nd Cent. A.D.
116 Blemye Archer
124 Sassanid Elephant Spearman
139 Auxiliary Infantry 2nd Cent. A.D.
140 Byzantine Heavy Infantry (Upright Position)
141 Sassanid Levy Spearman (Advarrcing)
142 Byzantine Heavy Archer
144 Byzantine Crossbowman

INPANTRV OFFICER/STANDARDS/MUSICIANS (Price Series 1)
IR 36 Centurio Early/Mid. 1st Cent. A.D.

37 Centurio Late 2nd/5th Cent. A.D.
36 Senior Officer
40 Standard Bearer Early 2nd Cent. A.D. (Eagle Attached)
41 Standard Bearer 4th/5th Cent. A.D. (Dragon Attached)
42 Musician Early 2nd Cent. A.D. (Curved)
53 Gallic Chieftain with Standard
56 Gallic Musician
58 British Chieftain
72 Dacian Chieftain with Standard
79 Pictish Chieftain
64 Pictish Chieftain with Axe
67 Scots/Irish Chieftain
91 Saxon Chieftain

111 Sassanid Officer Standard
116 Byzantine/St?ndard Bearer/Officer
119 Germanic Chieftain
120 Jewish Officer
121 Gothic Officer
122 Prankish Chieftain
123 Palmyran Officer
125 Musician 2nd Cent. A.D. Tuba
143 Blemye Officer/Standard Bearer

PERSONALITIES MOUNTED (Price Series O)
IRCX1 Roman General

2 Gallic Warleader
3 Dacian King
4 Zenobia
5 Byzantine General
6 Sassanid General
7 Parthian General
6 Barbarian King

ROMAN ARTILLERYMEN (Price Series O)
IR126 Roman Artilleryman (Firing Ballista)

127 Roman Artilleryman (Lifting Stone)
126 Roman Artilleryman (Holding Arrow)
129 Roman Artilleryman (Pushing Lever)
130 Roman Artilleryman (Pulling Lever)

PERSONALITIES ON FOOT (Price Series O)
IRX1 Roman General

2 British Warleader
3 British Queen

ROMAN STANDARDS
These Standards are the alternatives carried by the Roman Armies. You can
order any two Standards of your choice for ttie price of series O.
40a Imago Carried by 1st Cohors
40b Praetorian
40c Legio or Auxiliar Signum
40d Vexillum of Mounted Turma
40e Vexidum of Detached Force
41b Labarum of Constantine 1
41c Later Labarum
41 d Later Labarum
41 e Imago of new large type



f^HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

15/187 15/188 15/190

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC Cavalry

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC Uhlan Cavalry Command

March 15mm Releases Austrian

Heritage - 15mm Austrians
INFANTRY 15/21

15/205 German Fusiliers charging 15/21
15/206 German Fusiliers attacking 15/21
15/207 German Fusiliers defending 15/22
15/212 German grenadiers attacking 15/22

CAVALRY

15/217 Hussars

15/218 Chasseurs

15/219 Uhlans

15/220 Dragoons
15/221 Cuirassiers

ANCIENT INDIAN RANGE 25mm

INFANTRY

IA1 Infantry with bow and two handed sword
IA2 Infantry with javelin and two handed sword
IA3 Irregular infantry with two handed sword
IA4 Irregular infantry with bow

CAVALRY

IAC1 Medium cavalry with javelin and shield
IAC2 Heavy cavalry with javelin and shield
IAC3 Irregular light cavalry with javelin and shield

GERMAN 15cm. fi.EH.Il

MARCH ADDITIONS TO RANGE

ONE PIECE CASTING (OPC)

OPC32 Scythian tight infantry with bow

NEXT

Indian War Elephant & 4 Horse Chariot

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE £2.50 RETAIL

PLUS 30p POSTAGE DIRECT

HOBBY SPRAY Boz. CAN 70p
3  WHITE PRIMER OR MATT VARNISH

GUIDE TO WARGAMING £1.10

LABAYEN FIGURES FULL LIST AVAILABLE

90mm90/DJ4^^^g

15/CP37

NEXT IVIONTH

80mm Paratrooper at Arnhem

15mm More superb Heritage releases

Fantasy — River Trolls, Winged Terrors,
Good & Evil Wizards, plus ottiers
— not to be missed

ME/G/21 54mm

Surrounded by the best - and all available. Nearly ten
years of constant releases - everything still in production
and obtainable from your usual supplier or direct.

Stand by for the rest of this year when we hope to double
our range as licensees of the leading American
manufacturers.

> 54mm First World War "W Gun Team



METAL

MINIATURES

23 GROVE ROAD

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

beds. LU7 8SF

ANNOUNCES

New Ranges of 20mm. W.W.II Figures,

ALSO

25mm. GAULS, Redesigned SAXONS.

" DRAGON MINIATURES"

15 Science Fiction Figures with space ship

Asterix Obelix & friends -

Based on these well known characters

Catalogues 20p. From Mail Order Office

20mm. Figures lOp. & IIP.
25mm. Figures lip Foot

25mm. Figures 26p Cavalry.
20p Science Fiction.

54mm. Figures £1-50.

i
FIGURES



NOTTINGHAM
TELEPHONE

43457
Tir ACCESS lir

THE MODEL SOLDIER SHOP

7 WOLLATON STREET

NOTTINGHAM

THE MIDLANDS' LEADING SHOP FOR ALL YOUR WARGAME FIGURES AND GAMES

WE CARRY VAST RANGES OF ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS IN DEPTH.

We are proud to announce that we are
now the main mail order agents for the

superb range of 25 mm figures
from

Mail Order 10%

Postage. Overf 10
Post Free.

Catalogue & Sample
Fig. 20p.
Nott'ham Model

SoldierShop
Catalogue 20p.

AND WE ARE PLEASED TO BE THE FIRST TO ANNOUNCE

THEIR NEW SCIENCE FICTION/FANTASY RANGE

TRIMOTE WARRIORS (25p)
81 With DisplacerCannon
82 With Vortex G renades and D isintegraters
83 WithDisintegratersandProtectorUnit
84 In Power Armour

85 With Disrupter Mace andDisintegrater
86 Overlord, Sonic Pistol, Projector Unit

TRIMOTE AUXILIARIES (25p)
T1 With Halberd andlwo-Handed Axe

T2 InCuirass, War Pick, Shield, Sword
T3 TwoSpearsandAxe
T4 Chainmail,8word,8hield,Axe
T5 PlateArmour
16 Overlord

XI Cyborg War Machine 25p
X2 3 Arm Robot 45p j
TM1 MandiblexTrooper&AutoCannon 15p ̂

NEW ADDITIONS TO FANTASY RANGE \
FM21 Centaur Knight 45p
FM22 Oriental Ogre 45p
FM22A Oriental Ogre Standard Br 70p
FM23 GlANT{!)Slug £1.20
FM2A OgreStandardBearer 60p
FM2B Ogres Skull lOp

Marauding across space frpm the mountainous
crags of their high-gravity planet come the
dreaded TRIMOTES. Heavily weaponed and
equipped, each three-armed multidextrous
warrior is a living whirlwind of death. Their
psychically powered overlords control the
Cyborg War Machines — horrific blends of
metal and flesh. While their auxiliary levies are
armed with exotic archaic weapons, and are also
suitable for use in tabletop or dungeon-faring
fantasy armies.

STOP PRESS!
REAPER FANTASY RULES

Post FREE on this item. £2.25

ANNOUNCING A BRAND NEW

RANGE FROM GREENWOOD &

BALL

"STARTROOPERS" SF Range
STS1 Trooper in Battle Armour with

Missile Launcher 30p
ST2 Kneeling Armoured Trooper 12p
' ST3 Trooper Unarmoured 12p
ST4 Star Raider (Enemy Alien) 12p

' ST5 Humanoid Warrior 12p
STS6 Arachnid Warrior (Spider) 30p
ST7 Cyborg Warrior 12p
STS8 Robot Fighting Machine 30p
ST9 Black Starlord 12p
ST10 White Starknight 12p
ST11 Young Hero 12p
ST12 Humanoid Robot 12p
ST13 Robot 12p
ST14 Space Pirate Captain 12p
ST15 Sp. Pirate w. Miss. Launch 12p
ST16 Sp. Pirate w. Pulse Rifle 12p

RULES & PUBLICATIONS
3000 B.C. to 1250A.D £1.30
1685-1845 Rules £1.20

1925-50 Armour & Infantry Rules £1.20
1950-75 Armour & Infantry Rules £1.20
Greek Naval Warfare Rules 85p
Army Lists for the Ancient Rules 70p
Armies & Enemies of Ancient
Egypt & Assyria £2.70

Armies & Enemies of Ancient China £3.50
Armies of the Greek & Persian Wars £2.70
Armies of the Macedonian & Punic Wars £1.80

Armies & Enemies of Imperial Rome £2.70
Armies of the Dark Ages £3.50
Armies of Feudal Europe 1066-1300
(available November) £4.25

Wargames Campaigns £1.85



SKYTREX LTD
Microtanks 1/300th Modern 9p each

BRITAIN
DMB3 Chieftain (rotating turret)
DMB5 Centurion Mk 13

(rotating turret)
DMB5 Centurion AVRE

DMB6 Chieftain Bridgelayer 20p
DMB11 Scorpion
DMB14 Scimitar

DMB22 Fox Armoured Car

DMB23 Saladin Armoured Car

DMB24 Saracen ARC

DMB26 Spartan ARC
DMB27 Striker with Swingfire AT

missiles

DMB30 Abbot SRG

DMB34 FV432 with Rarden Cannon

DMB35 FV438 with Swingfire AT
missiles

DMB36 y2 ton Land Rover

DMB37 Stalwart Amphibious TrUck
DMB38 Land Rover LWB % ton

DMB39 Land Rover 1 ton Truck

DMB40 Bedford 4 ton truck (4x4)
DMB41 Bedford MK. 4 ton Truck (4x4)
DMB42 Stalwart Fuel Carrier

DMB50 FV432 with Wombat AT Gun
DMB51 FV432 with 81mm Mortar

DMB52 Rapier AA Launcher on
tracked chassis

OMB53 Cymberline Mortar Locator
Unit

WARSAW PACT
TO MBT(1976)^

T62 I
PT76 / rotating
ZSU57/SPAA 1 luftet
T54 '
BTRBOpPB APC
BTR40p with Swatter Missiles
BMR76RB ARC

BTR50 ARC

SAM 6, Tracked AA Rocket
Launcher

SAM 9, Low Level AA Rocket
Launcher

122mm S.R. Gun (1976)
UAZ 469 Jeep
BRDM-2 Armoured Car
BRDM-2 with Sagger AT
Missiles

T55 Dozer

T55 Mine Clearer
BM21 Rocket Launcher

ZSU 23-4 SPAA
URAL 375D 4V2 ton Truck
(6x6)
T55 A.R.V.

URAL (6x6) Refuelling Truck

GERMAN
DMG5 Leopard 2AV
DMG6 Leopard A1
DMG20 Jagdpz Kanone
DMG28 Jagd. Panzer Rakote
DMG29 Marder A.R.C.

I Each with

) rotating turret
M60 Dozer

Sheridan

M41 Light Tank
Ml 13 ARC

Ml 13 with Recoilless AT Gun

Ml 1020mm SR Howitzer

M107 175mm S.R.G.

Ml 14 Recce

Ml 09 155mm S.R.G.

Lance Surface to Surface

Tactical Missile on Tracked

Launcher

M577A1 Command Vehicle

M548 Tracked Cargo Vehicle
M548 with Hawk AA Missiles

M561 Gama Goat IV4 ton

Truck

M36 2V2 ton Truck (6x6)
M49 Petrol Tainker

Commando Arm'd Car

FRENCH
DMF1 AMI 3 with 105mm Gun

DMF3 AMX13 with Hot Missiles
DMF4 AMX30 MBT

DMF10 AMX10RARC

DMF11 AMX10C Support
DMF12 AMX 10RC Armoured Car
DMF13 AMX10 with Hot Missiles
DMF15 AMX30 with Roland AA

Missiles

DMF16 GCT 155mm SR Gun

Conquest 25mm
Fantasy Figures

NEW

Goblin General on War Wolf SOp
Goblin Standard Bearer on War Wolf 60p
Dwarf General on War Boar SOp
Dwarf Standard Bearer on War Boar SOp
Elf General on Unicorn S5p
Elf Standard Bearer on Unicorn S5p

NEW FANTASY SPECIAL

AJS18 Owl-Lion 40p

Goblin Army
AJ1 Goblin Leader 20p
AJ2 Goblin with Scimitar & Shield 15p
AJ3 Goblin Archer 15p
AJ4 Lesser Goblin with Club 12p
AJ5 Hobgoblin Halbardier 15p
AJ6 Goblin Standardbearer 20p
AJ7 Goblinwith WarTrumpet 20p
AJ8 Goblin of Deaths Head Regt. , 15p
AJ9 Lesser Goblin Slinger 12p
AJ10 Goblin Spearman with Shield 15p
AJ11 Lesser Goblin Javelinman 12p
AJ12 Goblin with Blunderbuss 15p
AJ15 Goblin Lancer on War Wolf 45p

Dwarf Army
AJ20 DwarfwithTwoHanded Axe 15p
AJ21 Dwarf Crossbowman 15p
AJ22 Dwarf with Sword & Shield 15p
AJ23 Dwarf with Battle Hammer 15p
AJ24 Dwarf LeaderwithOdinsScourge 20p
AJ25 Dwarf Standardbearer 20p
AJ26 Dwarf Spearman 15p
AJ30 Dwarf Crossbowman on Armoured War

Boar 45p

Elven Army
AJ40 Elf Armoured Spearman 15p
AJ41 Elf Bowman 15p
AJ42 Elf Leader 20p
AJ43 ElfThrowingJavelin 15p
AJ45 Elf Lancer on Unicorn SOp

NEW 1/300th MODELS

DG48 Guy Lizard Command
Vehicle 9p

DG101 German Tank Transport Trailer
with Sdkfz 7 Towing Vehicle 20p

DG74 OpelTroopBusTransport 9p

NEW 1:3000 SCALE SHIPS

World War One

Courageous 1917 2 Battlecrulser 35p
Furious 1918 1 Cruiser/Carrier 35p
Chester 1914 2 Cruiser 25p
"K"Class(x2) 1912 12 Destroyer 30p

World War Two

Zutho 1941 2 Light Carrier 35p
Furious 1941 1 Fleet Carrier 35p
Zutho 1941 2 Light Carrier 35p
Furious 1941 1 Fleet Carrier 35p
Chevalier Raul (X 2) 1938 6 Destroyer 30p
Captain Class (x 2) 1942 62 Destroyer Escort 3Qp
Grey Goose (X 2) 1943 6 Steam Gun Boat 30p
Flak Tower (Island Type) 36p

FANTASY SPECIALS

Ogre with Club
Zombie

Demon with Trident

Vampire
Large Wolf
Emmisary of Darkness
Minotaur

Warrior Bard with Sword & Lute

Hierophant (High Priest)
Mounted Wizard Leader

Hunchback Wizard

Great Troll

Beast Master

Manticore

Winged Gremlin with Bident
Marsh Boar

Wraith on Winged Horse

MAIL ORDER ADDRESS

28, BROOK STREET
WYMESWOLD,

LEICESTERSHIRE.

Barclaycard & Access Orders
Welcome

Telephone Loughborough 213789

POSTAGE & PACKING

UK., BFPO. 10% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum lOp, Maximum £1)

E.E.C. - 10% OF ORDER VALUE

(Minimum 20p)

OVERSEAS - 30% OF ORDER VALUE

(Minimum SOp)

Goods will be despatched by the fastest ipethod
within the money allowed postage.

Our new Spring 1978 lists are now available.

Send a stamped self-addressed envelope
plus a 15p postal order.

NEW1/300th AIRCRAFT

World War One

Siemens Schukbert DIM

Siemens Schukbert DIV

DH4

World War Two

B24G Liberator

B26B Marauder

R38 Lightning
Halifax I

Re2 Light Bomtier
114 Medium Bomber

LAND BATTLES RULES
3000 B.C. to 1250 A.D. (W.R.G.) £1.30
Ancient Army Lists (W.R.G.) 70p
Ancient Wargames Guide (Airfix) £1.40
Gladiatorial Combat Rules (Paragon) SOp
Symwar Caesars Conquests 85p
Wars of the Roses ■ Medieval (Decalset) 70p
1500 -1660 2nd edition (Birmingham) 70p
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) SOp
Napoleonic Rules for 1 /300scale (G. W. Jeffery) SOp
1685-1845(W.R.G.) £1.20
' Voltigeur' Napoleonic Rules (D. Millward) £1.05
American Civil War (Confederate High Command) 75p
W.W.I Land Rules (Skytrex) 75p
W.W.II Rules (No. 1 Wargames Command) 90p
Armour/Infantry Action 1925 -1950 £1.20
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II (Skytrex) S5p
SymwarW.W.II Rules 85p
Symwar Modern Rules 85p
Symwar Maps (10 types available) 55p each
1950 -1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.20
W.W.II Rules - basic )M. Philpott & R. Thompson) 25p
20th Century Skirmish Rules (Paragon) SOp
Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.) £1.20
Airfix Napoleonic Wargaming (hardback) £1.80
Middle Earth Fantasy Rules £1 -OS

PUBLICATIONS

Napoleon's Campaigns in Miniature (hardback) £4.95
Armies and Enemies of Ancient Egypt
and Assyria £2.70

Armies and Enemies of Ancient China £3.50

Armies of the Greek and Persian Wars £2.70

Armies of the Macedonian and Runic Wars £1.80

Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome £2.70
Armies ofthe Dark Ages £3.50
Armies of Feudal Europe 1066-1300 £3.85
Wargames Campaigns £1.85
Bifrost Fantasy Campaigns £2.95

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE

1 Western Desert (hardback) £3.95
2 Russian Campaign (hardback) £3.95
3 Tank Battles Western Front (hardback) £3.95
4 Mediterranean Campaign (hardback) £3.95

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (U.K.) LTD.
13 GILLINGHAM ST., LONDON, SW1.

150 yds from Victoria Station

Massive stocks. Open Mon-Sat 11.30-5.30.

NO MAIL ORDER AT THIS ADDRESS.



HEROICS and ROS FIGURES
Specialists in 1/300th scale. Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured m high
quality tin-lead alloy. They are not the same as any other maker s tanks Try
some and see the differencel ,

NEW! Modems UK V4 tonne Land
Rover; GERMANY: Unimog. WW2
ITALY: Lancia 3R0 and 90mrTi AT;
Semovente M41M da 90/53.
FRANCE: Somua S35: Panhard and
Levasseur A/C.

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's Pre-coloured card cut-out Landing Craft (LCT4). Pack of 5 for 60p

German

Panzer II B

Panzer 11 F

Panzerll Flamm

Wespe
Lynx
Panzer III J

Panzer III M

Panzer III N

StuGIIIG

Panzer IV D

Panzer IVF1

Panzer IV F2

Panzer IV H

StuGlV

Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Nashorn

Panzer 38(t)
MarderlllSd 139-
Marder II H

Hetzer

Panther D

Panther G

Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger I! Porsche
Tiger!! Hensche!
Jagdtiger
E!efant

Brummbaer

Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251/1 B
H

OstwindAA separately (5p) JSI!
VVirbelwind AA Rommel personality set JSIil
Ope! Blitz with Rommel, staff ISU122
Ope! Blitz with office body officer, despatch riders !SU 152
Opel Maultiersoftskin
Kubelwagen {6p)
Schwimmwagen {6p)
BMW 4- sidecar (6p}
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz222

SdKfz231

SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protz tractor

Kettenkrad (6pL
SdKfz 10

SdKfz 11
SdKfz 7

3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7

Flakvierling on Sd 7
Pak 35/36 crew
Pak 38 + crew

Pak 38-t-crew

Pak 40 4- crew

Pak 43/41 4-crew
Pak 43 on cruciform trail

and half-track (25p)
Me 109G(12p)
Fw190D(12p)
JuB7B(15p)
Hs129(15p)
MeBf 1 10{15p)
Me410(15p)
Fw1B9(15p)
DFS 230 glider {15p)
Gotha glider (25p)
Me163(12p)
BR57 Armoured

Locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with

T-26B

BA-10

BA-32

BA-64 UNITED KINGDOM 17pdr4-crew
T-70 Tetrarch 25 pdr, limber & crew
GAZ-AAA Honey 5.5 in howitzer 4-crew
GAZ-60 Grant 7.2 in howitzer 4-crew
JAG-12 Sherman M4A1 Bofors 40mm AA gun
GAZ-67 (6p) Sherman Firefly Morris 6x4 Bofors trat
Katyusha on Studebaker Matilda Quad tractor
Katyusha on GA2 Valentine II Scammel tractor
M42 45mm AT 4-crew Valentine IX Bedford GL
M41 57mm AT4-crew Archer Fbrd (Canada) 15cwt
M44 100 mm AT 4-crew Bishop truck
M39 76.2mm field gun 4- Churchill III Chevrolet 1 5 cwt
crew Churchill SBG bridgelayer Chevrolet 3 ton
M31/37 122mm fieldgun Churchill AVRE (12p)n 2p)eedford QL with office

Morris 6x4 Bofors trac

Quad tractor

Scammel tractor

Bedford QL

Fbrd (Canada) 15cwt
truck

Chevrolet 15 cwt

locomotive (30p}
Armoured wagon with
T34 turret (20p}
Flatcar(IOp)
Straight track (Bp)
Curved track (Bp)

ACV Dorchester

ACVAEC

Crusader AA Mk 1

Crusader AA Mk 2

2 pdr portee on Chevrolet
6 pdr 4- crew
2 pdr+ crew
17 pdr 4- crew
25 pdr, limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer 4- crew

7.2 in howitzer -f- crew

Bofors 40mm AA gun

10.5 cm in turret and 3.7 M39 76.2mm field gun 4-
Flak(25p) crew
Panzer 38(t) on flat car M31/37 122mm fieldgun
(20p) + crew
Flat car for mine defence M3B 152mm howitzer 4-
(lOp) crew
Panzerdraisine rail patrol M31 203mm tracked

h

M1B Hellcat

M4A3 Sherman

M4A3E2

M4A3EB

M4A1 dozer

M10

M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 Priest

M12 155mm SP

M3 half track

T19 105mmGMC

tor M3 75mm GMC

7.62 Pak 36 (r) 4 crew Do 217
10.5 cm howitzer 4- crew 52 ('
1 5 cm howitzer 4 crew Me 262
1 7 cm howitzer 4 crew

8.B Flak 37 4 crew

7.5 cm G36 mountaingun USSR
4 crew BT-7

trolley
Straight track (Bp)
Curved track (Bp)
Do 217E(25p)
Ju 52 (45p)
Me 262 (15p)

owitzer 4 crew

Russian standing artillery Scorpion Flail
crew separately (Bp) A9
Russian kneeling artillery A10
crew separately (Bp) A13
57cnm ATon Komsomlets Crusader II

anomag Sd251/1D- 4 crew BT-7
late version 7.5 cm infantry gun T34/76B
Sd 251/10 4 3.7 Pak 1 5cm inf. gun4crew T34/760
Sd 251/16 Flamm Nebelwerfer 4 crew T34/B5
Sd 251 rocket launcher Karl tracked mortar (1 5p) KV1
Arm'd Maullier Rocket German standing gun KV2 P
Launcher crew separately (Bp) SUB5 Y
Sd250 German kneeling gun SU 100 L
Sd250/9a/c crew separately (Bp) T2B(12p) N
BIV Funklenpanzer Mountain gun crew T35(15p) R

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are all
10p except where marked.

Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 70 pence
per pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

SU76

SU-37-1 AA

Komsomlets

Stalinets

GAZ-AAA 4 quad AA
MG's
Polikarpov 1-16(12p)
11-2 Sturmovik(12p)
Pe-2

Yak-9(12p)
La-5(12p)
MiG-3(12p)
Russian Armoured

Churchill Crocodile (12p) body
Churchill ARK (12p) Bedford OY 3 ton GS
Ram Kangaroo (12p) Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
Churchill Carpet Layer Scammel Tank
Deacon (12p) Transporter
Scorpion Flail British kneeling
A9 artillerymen separately
A10 (Bp)
A13 British standing
Crusader II artillerymen separately
Crusader III (Bp)
Cromwell Spitfire IX (12p)
Comet Hurricane II (12p)
Challenger Mosquito FB VI (15p)
Sherman Crab Typhoon IB (12p)
Sherman DO Horsa {25p)
Marmon Harrington Hamilcar (35p)
Humber Armoured car

Daimler Scout Car

Daimler Armoured Car

Universal Carrier

Sexton

Wasp flame-thrower

USA

M3 Stuart

M5 Stuart

M24Chaffee

Jeep (6p)
LVT Buffalo

Greyhound MB
Studebaker 2\ ton truck
Sherman Calliope
Weasel

M4 High SpeedTractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW

Studebaker Gasoline

Truck
White Scout Car

3 in AT gun 4 crew
75mm Pack howitzer 4

crew

105mm howitzer 4 crew

155mm Long Tom 4 crew
M16SPAA

American artillery crew
standing separately (Bp)
P51 D Mustang |12p)
P47 D Thunderbolt 112p)
P40EKittyhawk(12p)

ITALIAN
M1 3/4Q
Semovente 75

CV L6/40
Semovenie 47/32
47/32 AT gun SkCrew
FiatG50Bis(12p)

NEW! Modem: Bedford MK; WW2: Sdkfz 250/74. 8cm
mortar, Sd251 + Pak 40, Marder II, FW 190A. MatackW
tractor.

1/300th SCALE FIGU RES 70 pence packs.
MAR 10

SOVIET

T-72 Tank
T-62Tank
T-55Tank

T-55 dozer

T-55 mine clearer
T-10M tank

PT-76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-11
MICV

BTfl-40P with Swatter

BTR-60PB APC
BRDM-2 APC

BR DM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85 SPgun
UAZ-469jeep
BM-21 Rocket
Launcher

ZSU-23-4SPAA

2SU-57-2 SPAA
D-30 122mm howitzer

+ crew

M55 152mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 100mm AT gun +
crew

BTR-50APC
BMD Paratroop APC
BM-14 towed rocket

launcher + crew

GAZ-69 jeep
URAL-375 truck

SA-6 Gainful AA missile

SA-9 Gaskin AA missile
SA-2 Guideline AA
missile
M1974 122mm SPG

ASU-57 SPAT gun
GAZ-69 ♦ Recoilless
rifle

FROG-7 artillery missile
on launcher truck
MiG-171I2p)
MiG-19(15pl
MiG-21 (15p)

MiG-23(30p)
MiG-25 Foxbat (30d)
Su 7(15p)
Su-9(30p)
Su-15l30pl
Yak-28(30p)
Mi.8Hip(30pl
Mi-24 Hindi! Sol

USA

M50A1 tank

M60A2 tank

M48A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
tank

M60A1 dozer

Ml 13 APC

M113 + recoilless rifle

M113 + TOW AT
missile
Ml 63 Vulcan SP AA

M730 Chaparral SP AA
missile system
M106 mortar carrier
Ml 14 recce vehicle

M728 Combat
Engineer Vehicle
Ml 10 SP howitzer
M107 SP howitzer

M109 SP howitzer
Commando armoured

M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank
M42 Duster SPAA
M548 tracked carrier

Honest John missile on

launcher truck

Hawk AA missiles on

M548 launcher

M577 command

vehicle
Dragon light AT missile

set of three

Huey Cobra gunship
(ISpl
Bell Iroguois 115p)
Skyhawk (1 5p)
F104 Siarfighter (1 5p)
F4 Phantom (25p)
F1 1 1E(25p)
F14ATomcat(25p)
FlSEagie (25p)

ISRAEL
Super Sherman

SWEDEN

S-tank

1kv-9l light tank

Jaguar(1 5p)
Harrier(15p)
Buccaneer(30p)

GERMAN
Leopard A1

Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder MICV

Gepard SP AA
Jagdpanzer Rakele
missile carrier
Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun
SPZ-11-2APC
Spz-12-3 APC
Milan light AT missile
set of threeUNITED KINGDOM set of three

Chieftain

Centurion

Centurion AVRE FRENCH
fV432APC AMX-30tank

FV438 Swlngfirc AMX-13 light tank
launcher AMX -13 ♦ SSI 1 AT
FV432 + mortar missiles
FV432 + Wombat AMX-13 + HOTmis-
FV432 Rarden siles

FV432 Cymbeline AML H-90 armoured
radar car

Chieftain Bridge Layer (20p) EBR-75 armoured car
Abbot SPG

Saladin armoured car

Saracen APC

Fox armoured car
Ferret armoured car

Ferret 2/6 AT missile
carrier
Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile
carrier

Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile

AMX-30 155mm
howitzer

AMX-30 Roland AA

missile launcher
AMX-10APC
AMX-10 + HOT AT

missiles

Jeep with Entac AT
missiles

Milan light AT missile
launcher (set of 3)

Mirage IIIC (15p)
Jaguar {15p)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 Napoleon Marstials
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS

MFN5 Grenadiers ol the Old Guard

MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied of the Guard
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers

MFN1 1 Chasseurs a Cheval of the Guard
MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard

MFN8 Fool Ariiilery of the Guard •
MFN9 Horse Ariiilery of the Guard
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS
MFNt Line Grenadiers

r^FNt4 Fr LineFuSiliers

MFN4 Volliguets skirmishing
MFN tS Fr Carabinieis
rviFNIO Cuirassiers

MFN!9 Line Dragoons
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheval of ihe Line

MFN12 Hussars

MFN13 Lancers of Ihe Line

MFN3 Fool ArliHery
MFN15 Fr GunTeams

MFN 18 Fr Wagons and Teams
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MBNieWeliinglonS Generals
MBN 1 British infantry
MBN7 British Line Infarttry Light Co.
MSN 14 Briiish Light Infantry
MBN 1 B British Light Infantry skirmishing
MBNS Highlanders
MBN6 Highlanders skirmishing
MBN4 Riflemen

MBN 1 7 Household Cavalry

MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 Scots Greys
MBN 10 British Hussars

MBN 11 Brrt. tr Dragoons
MBNS HorseAriiiiery
MBN3 FoolArtillery
MBN 12 Brit GunTeams

MBN 13 Bfil. Wagons
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers

MPN2 Jagers skirmishing
MPN3 Dragoons
MPNS Prussian Uhlans

MPN4 Artillery
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAN1 Austrian Musketeers

MAN2 Austrian Grenadiers

MAN3 Austrian Jagers skirmishing
MAN4 Austrian Cuirassiers

MANS AusirianArtiiiery

Postage €r Packing: UK: minimum 20p, 10% in £ up to £5, over £5: 40p
only.

Europe 20%, Surface mail worldwide 20%.
Airmail USA 8- Canada 40%. Australia 8 New Zealand 50%.
£1 = 100p = US$1.75 approx.

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS

MRN1 Grenadiers

MRN.5 Pawiov Guard
MHN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers

MRN6 Cossacks

MRN4 Artillery

bavarian UNITS

MGNI Bavarian Infantry
POLISH UNITS

MWN1 Polish Inlanlry
fvlFN2 Lancers

SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MSN I Spanish Musketeers
MSN2 Spanish Grenadiers
MSN3 Spanish Musketeers skirmishing
MSN4 Spanish Dragoons
SECGNDWORLDWAR
GR1 German infantry
GH2 German infantry Support

Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 GermanWoridWarllcavalry

GRS Afrika Korps
BR1 British infantry
BR2 Briiisii Inlaniry Support

Weapons

BR3 British Paratroops
BR4 6th Army

SR1 Russsian infantry
SR2 Russian infantry Support

Weapons
SR4 Russian World War 11 cavalry
USR1 United Stales inlaniry
USR2 United States inlaniry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERIOD

Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATOInfantry Support

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD

ROMANS

MAR I Roman Legionaites
MAR2 Romans attacking
MAR3 Roman Light Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archer

MARS Roipan Cavalry
MAR6 Roman War Engines
MAR 7 Praetorian Guard

MARB Efluites Smguians Guard Cavalry
MARS Western Auxiliary Archers

MAR 13 Late Period

Legioriaries attacking

Late Period Legionaires
MAR 11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR 12 Roman Generals. Tribunes
BYZANTINES

MAB 1 Bytaniine Heavy infantry
MAB2 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 ByzaniineHeavyCavairy^
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MASS Byzantine Horse Archers
MAB6 Byzantine Foot Archers
BARBARIANS

MA11 Dacian infantry (includes
spearmen, rhomphiae. archers

MAt2 Vislgolhic Infantry
MA13 HunCavalry
MA14 Gothic Cavalry
MA15 Sarmaiian Caiaphracts
MAF t Gaulish infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry

GREECE
MAG 1 Greek City Hopliles
MAG2 Successor Phalanx

MAG7 Phodian Siingers
MAG6 Cretan Archers

MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAGS Successor Cavalry
MAG4 War Elephants
MAGS Spartan HopMtes
MAG9 Peitasts
MAG to Macedonian Hypaspists
MAG 1 t Thracian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS

MAPS Persian Immortals

MAP2 Persian Archers

MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Horse Archers

MAP6 Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAP? Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAP 1 Persian Chariots

MAP6 Persian Scythed Chariots
SASSANiOS
MAS 1 Sassanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers

MAS3 Sassanid Clibinarii

MAS4 Sassanid Cataphraets

MASS Sassanid Light Cavalry
MASS Sassanid Elephants

NEW

MA16 AnctefttBritish Chariot

MA17 Ancient British Infantry

MA18 Ancient British Cavalry
MA19 ArabCamelry

(Seleucid-Palmyran).

MAILORDER Legiortaries attacking

Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some alternatives. Every
effort will be made to fulfil first choices.

We accept ACCESS. BARCLAYCAHD. BANKAMERICARD, CHARGEX
and MASTERCHARGE. Just send your card number.

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES 36 KENNiNGTON ROAD. LONDON. SE1 UK
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OPENING DAY SPECIAL OFFERS

25% off

£1.00 One only
50p Six only

£4.00 All day
£1.00 Wfilie stocks

f  last

Empire of tfie Petal Tfirone Xl-?r50' £1.00 Or
Dungeons & Dragons (Boxed) jE-?r50^ 50p SI:
Battle of tfie 5 Armies £4.00 All

Polyfiedra Dice Sets _£-4t50' £1.00 Wl
Arctiive Figures 25% off las

+ lots of surprise bargains!

Every customer gets a free 'I'm a Weregamer' badge!

Our new shop stocks all SF/F games and rules from:

TSR Hobbies Inc. Fantasy Games Unlimited, The
Chaosium. Judges Guild. Fantac Games. The Little
Soldier, Attack. Fact & Fantasy Games. Creative
Wargames Workshop. Lou Zocchi, Ursine Engineering.
Eon Products, Metagaming Concepts, GDW. and more.

Our new shop stocks all SF/F miniature figures from:

Archive. Der Kriegspieler, Minifigs, Greenwood & Ball,
Asgard. Barry Minot, Heritage. Oracle, Dragon, Wargame
Publications and more.

Our new shop stocks wargames from:

Avalon Hill. SPI, TSR, etc. and our range is constantly
expanding.

ISSUES WRJTF
NOW OUT t

0^^: LW/IRF
The Fiend Factory
Arcfiive Figure review

review

Eg're"'°Pe);»t;.oo,usAS,ii

TO FANTASY GAMING?

Send 30p in stamps + a large stamped
(9'/2p), addressed envelope for our
Introductory package containing:
Our 20-page illustrated catalogue
Games Price list
Figures Pnce list
D&D Introductory Article
Details of "White Dwarf" magazine
Current new products' lists (if available)

MAIL ORDER

CUSTOMERS

All mail sent to our

old address has been

forwarded.

Please send all future

orders to the address

above.

For mail order price
lists please send a
SAE.

(Sames ̂ oRksbop
1 Dalling Road, London W6
Telophone 01 741 '^44'=:.
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I suppose in a way that what I am
saying is hordering on sociological
problems, which might he considered
well outside the scope of our hohhy.
However, the recent sight of this
photograph (which is of course from an
advertisement for the Royal British
Legion Benevolent Fund) brought to mind
the realisation that there are certain
ly some aspects of wargaming that have
never been even remotely considered.
For example, the answer to the question
above, in a word, is YES - the sensible
Old Soldier, the table-top general,
will retain his interest in model
soldiers and wargaming until the hitter
end. He will do this because sharing
a mutual interest with another old
fellow will combat the stifling loneli
ness that often accompanies old age,
and even if he lacks an opponent, then
his leisurely solo efforts will provide
a focal point of interest that, with the passing of the years, could give him a reason for hanging on
to life.

This may all seem a hit far-fetched, hut there is much truth in the assumption that the happiest
old people are those kept busy by an overwhelming enthusiasm or interest. Similarly, it is often found
that the solitary, lonely old person has not suddenly reached an unhappy state hut has, throughout
their lives, probably been a relatively lonely and friendless person for reasons of their temperament,
situation or personal choice.

Younger wargamers might see something amusing in a grey haired old chap bending his stiffening
hack over a wargames table as he manoeuvres his proud Napoleonic divisions or Roman legions. Probably
their amusement turns to respect when the table-top experience gained over generations sees them off
in short time! The battle finished, our old friend will probably settle in his favourite armchair and
devote the rest of the day to reading one of those fascinating books on military history and tactics
that lie around our shelves just waiting for us to have some time to open them, Fe has the time and,
with no 0 or A levels to consider, no professional examinations looming ahead or.arduous occupational
and recreational demands being made upon him, he can consider at his leisure the formation and paint
ing of new armies, reading his books and those from the library that deal with the minuti^ aspects of
their formation and tactics. Yes indeed, his life can be a colourful and full one if he keeps up his
wargaming to the bitter end!

Personally, I would like to go out in a blaze of glory in the late nineties, my last protesting
death bed squeak being concerned with my disappointment at not finishing off that Boer army that has
been my constant occupation for the past few years!

And of course conversely the hobby can do much at the other end of the scale - in a lawless and
ill-disciplined world the teenager has much to tempt and distract him. How much better to blow off
steam over a wargames table, arguing about the nuances of the latest Wargames Research Rules amend
ments? And even in the middle period, the hobby has a high value as exemplified personally when my
wife once said to a visiting journalist "If I see my husband paint another soldier I'll scream!" My
snappy retort was "Ah, but while I'm painting model soldiers I can't be out gambling, boozing or
chasing other women can I?"

DON FEATHERSTONE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; 35p per copy + 92P postage - £5.00p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £5.25p (U.S. and Canada ^13.00).

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas.

ADVERTISING RATES: Full page - £15.00
SHalf page

Quarter page
Eighth page

£8.50
£5.00
£3.00

ubscriptions and Enquiries
Belmont-Maitiand (Publishers) Ltd.

Tradition,
5A-5B Shepherd St.,
Mayfair, London,
WIY 7LD.

Editorial Office

Donald Featherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton SOl BAD

Hants. U.K.

THIS MAGAZINE HAS NO FACILITIES FOR ARTWORK AND ALL ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE "CAMERA-READY" TO A
PAGE SIZE OF II" X 6".



THEY DIDN'T INVITE US BACK AGAIN

Harold Gerr\

Some years ago a friend and myself were invited out to a distant village by two players who had
a small Anglo-Norman army of I5mm figures which so far had not fought an outside opponent. I had a
Saracen army In the same scale which was slightly demoralised at having lost most of Its actions
against their local Crusaders.

We were handed a set of the local rules. Being an enthusiast for as simple rules as possible my
self, I liked these at first sight - two and a half small sheets of paper, with the typing well spread
out, and a complete lack of those Ifs and huts and except whens which make some rulebooks so off-
putting and unlearnable.

I noticed they had one of those "uncontrolled attack" rules which I have never been too happy
about, feeling that that sort of thing Is best left to the Individual player. After all the Impetuous
will rush on where the cautious one will halt, as In real life.

Anyhow, the rule seemed to give rather a high chance of troops plunging off stupidly, so, as our
Sai^cens had the task of forcing the crossing of a river at one wide ford, against a very nasty-looking
balance of mlssllemen, heavy axemen and of course Norman cavalry, 1 suggested to my colleague that we
base our attack on trying to get the enemy to charge over out of hand. So we approached the river
roughly thus:-

Sc*.v'«l-CjSv-v^

d=3

We y ■. '

[±3 M

\ ^1 Gu/

Our Saracen light cavalry,
the cheapest In points of our
cavalry, was duly sent In straight
away, lost badly of course, and
rushed back over the river. The
heavy enemy units In their centre
diced for this tempting target,
and decided to rush over. Our own
best units, placed at each side of
the ford just for the purpose,
closed In from all sides and the
enemy was massacred.

In some ways this Illustrates
two of the points discussed In the
last year In Newsletter.

l) It Is possible to keep to simple effective rules BUT only If you have a regular opponent or at
the most two or three regulars meeting probably at home. In fact 1 should say that the simplest rules
of all are those used by solo wargamers. All they need are statements of move distances and ranges,
and the numerical factors affecting morale. The solo player can settle all other problems as they arise,
from his knowledge of the historical period concerned.

But my experience Is that as soon as you have newcomers to your group you are at once made aware of
defects In your rules. 1 am sure that our Ajiglo-Norman opponents had not got round to trying to provoke
uncontrolled charges deliberately, and so had not found out that this feature needed some adjustment If
It was to be retained at all. There might have been other Imperfections - possibly another visitor
would have suspected that mlssllemen were too cheap In points and would have picked an army consisting
entirely of archers.

We have used basically the same Napoleonic rules system In Central Herts now for something like
twelve years, and these rules have gone through comical expansions and sudden violent reductions because
of the same Influences. At first It used to annoy me when we had a compact workable set of rules going
for a while and had It made useless when one newcomer to the group spotted that, for Instance we did not
define what a square looked like and another noticed that we had nothing to stop an Infantry line moving
sideways at high speed to get on the flank of an enemy by next move, and so on. But 1 must admit that
the rules were always better for It afterwards.

You might say "well, you don't need to write all that Into the rules. If you know the period you
can leave a lot of things assumed as generally accepted from your historical knowledge." But, as readers
will know, to settle this sort of dispute, every time one turns up, only holds up games as precedents
are quoted and discarded.

For various reasons which would Interest psychologists. If a definition Is there In black and white
In the rules It will be accepted by the same player who would argue against It Interminably If It had
just been a mental assumption made by the writer of the 'home' rules!

Looking back through old sets of rules, 1 was amused to see that 1 twice became revolted at the
length (6 foolscap pages once - which Is short to some people) of our rules and managed to re-word them
so as to get them down to two pages. But, both times, we had to add one definition after the other to
reduce arguments, until the rules crept back gradually to their old length.

Incidentally, to show what absolute gentlemen wargamers can be when playing local opponents regu
larly, we noticed recently that theoretically It would be possible under our rules to charge, say, with
heavy cavalry through three lines of one's own Infantry and Into the enemy!! The point Is that It has
never occurred to anyone to prohibit■that sort of thing, as no players has ever dreamed of doing any
thing so gross. In fact 1 have never even seen anyone try to charge through one friendly unit. The
thing would be so unhlstorlcal.



This seems to he the deciding factor as regards simplicity. ^ we wanted to sell these rules
widely and even suggest their use for regional, let alone national, conventions, we would have to go
through them and add a good few such prohlhltlons and restrictions. But, used by ourselves only and
some nearby groups, we can have the pleasure of keeping them short and learnable.

2) The second point I wanted to make about our small Norman-Saracen action Is how much of this
local rule-making goes on and how small groups develop game Ideas very successfully In a most hearten
ing way. Publishers of commercial rules sometimes try to give the Impression that the great majority
of wargamers now use such-and-such rules of theirs, but I think this Is not very accurate. My Impres
sion Is that, yes. In the clubs In large cities the players tend to use commercial rules but that
elsewhere there Is a marvellous amount of local Ingenuity and Invention.

The Anglo-Norman rules I mentioned Included several Ideas I had never seen before. Some Fifth-
formers I was talking to one day showed me masses of Seven Years War regiments which they had produced
from stiff cardboard strips about 100mm long and 6mm high. You cannot Imagine how Impressive the army
looked. It sounds In print as If It would be unreal and rather tatty, but the mass effect of these
strips was In fact much more like an army of the period than most collections of large figures look
like. Each "figure" In a strip was suggested rather than carefully outlined, a small black block for
the hat, flesh-coloured dot for face, and so on. In the mass the realism was unbelievable, like an
old-fashioned battle painting from the 18th century.

I have also been shown 18th century ships cast on a most Ingenious system and using one-page rules
based entirely on home Ideas but giving an authentic result. Two other players had built up a two-
page set of World War II rules starting from one player's own experience of just how Infantry behaved
In that war and adding weapon types gradually as rule devices were tested. Again, these were like no
other rules that I have seen and gave a fast and most realistic game. Most Important perhaps, even a
slow learner like myself could read them quickly through In five minutes and play a relaxed and hugely
enjoyable game. Dammit, how will wargamlng ever become respected outside the hobby If the layman finds
out that many of us had a visiting player a twenty-page rulebook he has never seen before and expect
him to play a game based on )"them ten minutes later!

STORING WARGAMES ARMIES

Timothy W.Blrd

All dimensions are in miliimetres

L-3 L-4

- 70 - ---140 -

Link-MK cabinets

Cabinets have stove enamelled

steel frames In three heights all of
equal width and depth. The frames
are strong and rigid, fitted with top
and bottom locating pegs and rear
slots making stacking, wall or frame
mounting positive and simple.

-280 - - 92 -

Link-MK drawers

are made of transparent styrene with
moulded handles and label slots.
They are designed so that they
cannot be pulled straight out and
spilled accidentally but they can be
lifted out for use or restocking.

not cheap, but It does make life so much easier,
tlon whatever with Trade Aids.

Storing wargames' figures, while at the same
time making them easy to deploywhen enquired. Is
one of the basic concomitant problems of wargam-

^  ing-
i| The catalogue of TRADE-AIDS (54-56 Hawks
rJI Road, Kingston Upon Thames, Surrey KTI 3EE) there

fore, may prove to be of
257 258 some Interest to fellow-

N  ̂ wargamers. Most people, I
1 1^.—J —./i ' U, ,./l am sure, would.like to

devote a whole room solely
^4=1.^ I to wargamlng and line the

^  4 -—I walls with shelving for
storage purposes - with

^  *1" some type of anti-dust pro
tection, of course; but most

507 508 of us have to be satisfied
with less-than-ldeal arrange
ments .

The cabinets with

drawers are a most satisfac
tory solution to our problem
of storage. In my opinion,
N0.MK504 Is the cabinet best
suited to wargamlng. Each
drawer will hold up to 50
Infantry figures or 20
cavalry figures (excluding
lances); my figures are new
style, 25mm Mlnlflgs. Labels

L.7 L.8 are also supplied, and are
—7^5 —j— fairly large: each of my

l|jHil| iji|jji I11Y-!— , i i l.ilh' drawers contains either a
\  8ox "Mil 3,1 battalion of Napoleonic
^ y ' Infantry or two squadrons

of cavalry. This makes flnd-
wlth Ing the figures you requlsTe ridiculously simple;
1. for example, a label couldN^e marked "Great Britain,

2nd Battalion, 3rd Foot - Tlie-Buffs". You can just
J  see at a glance what each drawer contains,
be

Other types of cabinet are available on the market,
but my personal preference Is for the Trade Aids
model MK504. Of course at £12.52p the cabinet Is

I ought to conclude by saying that I have no connec-



TALKING WARGAMING

Some fuses were In use by the middle of the l6th century, as
the English translation of Tartaglia's work hy Cyprian Lucar dated
1588 gave an illustration of a mortar shell in flight with a
flaming fuze as shown ahove. The first fuzes consisted of a
length of quickmatch inserted into a hole in the shell casing - a
primitive device which must chiefly have induced in the Gunner a
strong wish to get the shell out of his piece and moving in the
direction of the enemy before it burst.

—ooOoo

45* An early repnsciitalidn ol a projiililt* Iroin
Cyprian 1 iicar'a f-nglish translation tVl Tartaglia's work tut

artillers, ilatfi i

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by A.E.Bond.

During the past year or so I have become increasingly interested in Wargaming, and have a few
books (including your "Wargaming") and various magazines, "Battle"; "Military Modelling" etc. But
the problem is nobody seems to deal with the hasic and fundamental question of army organsation and
how to relate this to the unit sizes on the wargaming table. I now have a good collection of World
War II troops and equipment, British, German and American, and myself and my son have enjoyed many a
happy hour wargaming with these, but I do find that the "one off" type of battle a bit restrictive,
and I would like to move onto a campaign style of wargame and to do this I need to have a lot more
idea about the general organisation of the troops, unit sizes, etc., then perhaps I could get my
battles to a better degree of realism.

ooOoo

From the officer's standpoint, the pre-191^ Regular Army was, as a number of unreflective young
men phrased it, the best club in the world. It called for little sustained mental effort, and physical
endeavour was largely reserved for the polo field. In the days when only a small proportion of upper-
class young men worked, it was regarded as an alternative to the Church. It was also generally con
sidered that in matters of intelligence the clergy had the slight edge over the soldiers.

ooOoo

MORE FROM D'ORDEL'S MANUAL "TACTICS AND MILITARY TRAINING (London 1902)

The manual has much to say upon the importance of map making, a necessary art well known to war-
gamers. It is of the utmost importance that every officer should have a knowledge of map making; he
should not be fettered by abstruse mathematical calculations, nor should be waste his valuable time in
learning the use of complicated instruments. Let him learn practical topography as it was taught in
the old school where the only requisites are a sharp pencil, a clean sheet of paper, and a keen eye.
With these an. officer should always be able to give a simple and comprehensive sketch of the ground.
The actual sketch may be made to vary the nature and character of the ground sketched. A well drawn
map may be used on many occasions as a standard form and is vastly preferable to a totally unintellig
ible map of an area made with the help of some instrument such as a Mercator's Projection.

-ooOoo^—

HINT OF THE MONTH:

Take a good look around gardener's supply shops and nurseries
valuable to wargamers for terrain, modelling, etc.

- they are packed with items in-

ooOoo

SUN TZU OH "THE ART OF WAR"

The rule is not to besiege walled cities if it can possibly be avoided. The preparation of
mantlets, moveable shelters and various impedimenta of war will take up to three whole months, and
the piling up of earthworks will take three months more. The general, unable to control his irrita
tion, will launch his men to the assault like swarming ants with the result that one third of his men
are slain while the town remains untaken. Such are the disastrous effects of a siege. Therefore the
skilled leader subdues the enemy's troops without fighting; he captures their cities without laying
siege to them; he overcomes their kingdom without lengthy operations in the field.

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

What Island was besieged in 1565» and by whom?
Name the bridge, and the date, that featured largely in the French campaigns in Italy.
What British Admiral led a relief force to Tientsin in 1900?
Who was the French commander at Salamanca?

Date of Battles of:- a) Salerno: b) Jena-Auerstedt: c) Glencoe: d) Coronel and e) Sadowa^

ANSWERS ON PAGE

ooOoo



PLASTIC FIGURES FOR WAHGAMING?

George Erik

From Jean-Louis FIASSON (AS Hue Tete d'Or, 69OO6 Lyon, France) who is dedicated to promoting
wargamlng In France, I recently received a FIVE-page letter written In excellent English, and prompt
ed by the 'George Erik Story' In the Newsletter. He poses at length the problems of the 'beginner'
wargamer and asks me to try and help "those who want to fight battles with model soldiers". In
particular regarding the acquisition and painting of wargames armies by Inexperienced beginners with
limited time and means. I feel that the subject may be of Interest to many readers, some of whom may
well like to contact Jean-Louis direct.

He Is keenly concerned with the development and expansion of the hobby, and makes the point that
whereas the older generation of wargamers were previously often model soldier collectors, etc., with
knowledge and experience of modelling/painting - "beginners of today are generally recruited from
ordinary people lacking previous experience". He believes that the majority of young people attracted
to wargamlng may be 'put off by the necessity - for a mere 'first try' - to buy and paint possibly
hundreds of figures to create their first armies. And as a result turn Instead to boardgamlng and
'fantasy' games. Jean-Louis suggests that the answer lies In the availability of a comprehensive
range of relatively CHEAP PAINTED PLASTIC FIGURES, marketed mainly through conventional 'toy shops'.
He rightly claims that "beginners do not need exquisite miniatures, all they need Is that they look
accurate, effective, and appealing 'en masse'."

He is basically right of course. Of the 'beginners' who can be drawn Into the hobby without
heavy Initial Investment of time and money, a fair proportion will graduate to higher aspirations and
dedicated wargamlng. But the Inevitable space/time/money equation remains a major problem. Good
plastic figures In the popular 25mm or HO/OO scale are not widely manufactured and In the U.K. AIRFIX
Is the only name that comes readily to mind, and they are unpalntedj Having been professionally In
volved In the design, production, and hand-palntlng of .00 scale plastic figures (2,500,000 figures
per year!) employing some AOO hand-painters, I can state that painting plastic figures In over one
hundred different colour combinations can be a hell of a headache!

In Britain, beginners are lucky In having had for some years a reasonable choice of plastic .00
Alrflx figures of a high standard, which are apparently not generally available In France. There are
also available the lesser known Spencer-Smlth 30mm plastic figures which do 'match-In' with some of
the 25mm metal figure ranges. Alrflx figures are good clean mouldings, paint up well, and are an
excellent media for Introduction to the hobby for a modest cash outlhy. "Then why don't they do so-
and-so?" I can almost hear the reader say. The short answer Is that the market potential Is not con
sidered large enough.

Due to high tooling costs for plastic Injection moulding the commercial viability of quality .00
scale figures, suitable for wargamlng. Is mainly dependent on popular demand within the 'toy trade',
with Its wide sales potential. By manufacturer's standards, there Is just not enough sales potential
In the wargames field as yet to justify the plastic production of a wide range of types and periods
comparable to that of the metal figures suppliers whose tooling costs are comparatively low - In terms
of hundreds of pounds to produce metal figures, as against thousands for producing In plastic. Whilst
the plastic end product can be sold cheaply, very large quantities must be sold to justify the heavy
capital Investment. Hence the emphasis on the 'toy trade', military figures for wargames being only
a 'spin-off from the 'toy soldier' concept.

Jean-Louis would like Miniature Warfare to produce a range of PAINTED plastic figures In 25mm or
HO/.00 scale, or persuade a manufacturer to do so. In order to encourage a large Influx of beginners
Into the hobby. A laudable object, but at this stage just not commercially viable as such - even
Airflx have been REDUCING their .00 range - rather than expanding It - which can only be for commer
cial reasons. However, as PAINTING appears to be the major problem the following suggestions may be
helpful, particularly as there Is still a fair choice of Alrflx available In the U.K. at 40 pence per
box of 35-40 assorted action figures and equipment.

Plastic figures suffer from lack of weight and stability, but as wargamers mount them on addition
al bases this cancels out. But the flexibility of plastic Is a problem, particularly with weapons,
etc., and causes the paint to 'flake' off with frequent handling. This can be considerably reduced
by coating the vulnerable projections (spears, swords, rifles, etc.,) with a hard-drying 'resin'.based
varnish before painting. Or by re-placlng pikes, spears, swordblades, etc., with say 'piano wire'.
Further protection against 'flaking' can be obtained by spraying the painted figures with two or three
light coats of MATT varnish - the best being No.103 Matt, supplied In spray-cans by LETRASET.

To create an 'army', why not get together amongst yourselves and organise your own 'production
line'? Help one another, have fun, and make the job that much easier? Having obtained your figures,
first rinse them all well In detergent and warm water (washing-up liquid will do) and dry them
thoroughly. This Is a 'must' for better paint adhesion. Stand the figures In rows of say ten or
twenty figures for each painter In your teamg First UNDERCOAT them completely with a basic colour -
I prefer to use the FLESH colour to do this. It saves one job later, the hands and face are done.
Use HUMBROL Military Colours where possible and leave for half-an-hour to dry. By the time you have
completed your second row, the first row should be ready for the next cblour.

Plan and allocate the work, one colour per painter:- No.l to do the tunics, say Red; No.2 to do
the trousers, say White; No.3 the helmets and boots, say Black - and so on. Delegate final details
to your most experienced or skilled painters. This method can produce a common 'standard' through
which the finished figures look better 'en masse'. Finally, all can paint the bases an agreed colour.
In this way you can help both each other and yoursell^es.

Alternatively, for those who are more or less 'solo' or who really cannot cope. Miniature Warfare
Is prepared to consider supplying .00 scale Alrflx figures from their current list, painted to a

CONTINUED ON PAGE >g



COMMENTS ON RECENT NEWSLETTERS

BoL O'Brien

Not having hurst into print for some time I wonder if you might he interested in a few random
musings resulting from reading the last few issues of the Newsletter?

The first concerns the effect many of the contrihutions may have on newcomers to wargaming who
start taking the magazine. I assume there must he quite a number of these, and they must he really
wondering what they have got themselves into I 1 know the Newsletter is a "family" newspaper and
that all contention is welcomed, hut it must he really confusing to new entrants who are recommended
to use their own rules, reflect their own personality in their rules, forget Fantasy (its not "war-
gaming"), take up Fantasy (so as not to appear narrow minded) and even try playing with no rules at
all! One cannot help forming the impression that the Newsletter is, to a large extent, a vehicle
for gurus, "experts" and such like to air the mysteries of their thinking ahout wargaming. There is
also the assumption I think, that all readers have a good background of military knowledge and
history. I hope that this assumption is incorrect, as 1 have news for you - a large proportion of
newcomers to the hohhy have little or no background knowledge and look to magazines such as this to
supply it. I am talking ahout basics - people ask what is a "flank", what does "skirmish" mean, and
so on - all elementary My Dear Watson, or are they? Incidentally, the Newsletter is not the only
magazine I could criticise on this point, all are guilty to some extent.

Now having studied a great number of sets of Rules from many sources, it seems to me that it is
the rule makers who are in the main doing the job that should he covered to a large extent by the
magazines in that it is in the rules that all this basic information is given - without it the poor
beginner would be left floundering - and this is the main reason for those "overlong" sets of Rules
that you cannot be bothered to read. These rules are long because they attempt to define and explain
the basics and then build up a method of play from that. As an example i looked through WRG 1685 to
1845 Rules and find that in the text only the equivalent of some 10 pages deals with the mechanics -
and these mechanics are summarised on two sides of a card play sheet, so that during a game it is
rare for the main rules to be consulted much, if at all. BUT, those main rules have the definitions
and explanations that are essential to a newcomer — including information on troop types and forma
tions, on definitions and appearance of terrain, features and suggestions for typical wargames units
in three periods. All this definition and explanation is not to pin down the. "barrack room lawyer"
type of player, although it does of course do that, but primarily to lead a novice properly into the
hobby so that he gets the maximum enjoyment from it. Above all, the approach to the hobby should be
essentially light-hearted. There is perhaps too much pontificating, a tendency to take the whole
thing too seriously - would you believe, that contradiction in terms, a "serious" game? Try to get
it as right as one can, by all means; and even that means that to be near to reality there should be,
at least twice in every wargame, a right mess of muddle and confusion - because this is what mainly
characterises actual battles, and providing the Rules allow players, with all the information to hand,
to still make colossal blunders, then you have a reasonable simulation of the actual thing, with the
laughs and ridicule, but without the bloodshed.

A little digression here, as I was talking about rules. Our 1685/1845 rules have a figure to men
scale of 1= 50, with the idea of representing a battalion, for example with say 12 figures for 600 men
and either enabling larger formations on the table or for small actions without investing in a ruinous
amount of figures. On telling a friend of mine that I had selected 7 Years War for my activities with
these Rules he expressed disapproval, saying that at that figure scale one could not adequately re
present the Platoon firing that was a special feature of that time - I wonder, was it? The careful
regulation of fire may have been all right in training conditions, but one rather feels that in the
heat of action much of the parade ground stuff went by the board. As you know, one can't win!

Finally, I do hope that Paddy Griffith's article in the March issue on types of wargamers was
written for amusement only and not to be taken seriously. If it is intended to be serious I can only
say that this is another regrettable example of the tendency nowadays to classify and categorise
people into well labelled groups - and it is all spurious! Like you, Don, I found I could not fit
myself into any of these categories and I then thought of the many people I play with fairly regularly
as well as those I only meet say once a year, and apart from the fact that each one is quite differ
ent I would regard it as an insult to them to try to classify them in this way. I think we all try
to note people according to their "table temperament" and in a 7 Years War game last night I found
myself with a superior Austrian force attacking a mixed British/Prussian force in prepared postions.
The two opposing players were opposites - one a "get stuck in" type and the other a careful cautious
type, with an eye over his shoulder. The plan was to pressurise the careful chap and try to entice
the rash fellow out but I had reckoned without my partner - fairly new to wargaming and I soon found
out two things l) he had not yet learned how to handle cavalry, and 2) he tried to carry out his
original orders from me when all could see that 1 had given him a task beyond his capabilities. (We
have a rule that once started there is no communication between partners except by messenger - with
the exception of the usual abuse and ribald remarks that characterise our games). Result - limited
success on my flank, utter ruin on my partner's, and as the opponents were still in position when
night fell (2 o'clock in the morning) they rightly claimed a victory: but I shall know my partner's
capabilities in future!

PLASTIC FIGURES FOR WARGAMING? - Continued from Page II

standard, in quantities' of not less than three boxes (100-120 figures) of any one
s ries. Details, painting prices, plus postage and packing charges, can be supplied on application

JSu llk^trLnd figures overseas, we will quote you for painting in similar quantities if
i  sample mouldings of the type of figures available to you. We are always will-

co oneT-« + A Meanwhile, if readers have any other ideas, or would like toco-operate with Jean-Louis in promoting wargaming in France, why not write to him direct? I am sure he
would be pleased to hear from you - and his English is near perfect'
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NAVAL WARGAMING

Gerard de Gre

(of Waterloo, Ont., Canada)

I am now very deeply into Naval wargames, reviving many years of naval wargaming which I began
prior to World War II and continued through the war as part of my duties when I was a Naval officer
(USNR). I am enclosing a copy of my simplified universal Naval Gunnery Table which I first developed
during World War II. The body of the table represents percentage damage inflicted on various classes
of ships (standard tons) when hit by guns of various calibres. E.G. if the BB MIKASA hits with two
guns the BB SOUVAROV (l3,600 Tons; K class) these two 12" hits inflict a total of lk% damage (2 x 7)
on- the SOUVAROV. This table can be used with a variety of techniques of determining hits. Our system
is to roll one die per turret firing: ONES and FOURS are HITS (we use Chinese dice where ones and
fours are red).

To determine where the hits fall we roll one CROWN and ANCHOR die along with the HIT dice. Anchors,
Clubs and Spades hit location yield a multiplier of % damage x one; and are referred to as BELT hits.
Hearts and Diamonds are Hits on Barbettes or Turrets: % damage is multiplied by two. CROWNS indicate
that hit was on Deck or Superstructure: % Damage times 3. Double Hits on ANCHOR (Floatation) or CROWN
(Bridge) are Critical Damage Hits, and a special Critical Damage Table is consulted for additional
effects. Example: If the MIKASA two hits on the Souvarov fell on Barbette (HEART or DIAMOND) then
the damage on the Souvarov is raised to 2h%,

We have had a series of weekly battles with our group: POLEMOS RESEARCH and have replicated the
following in the past few months: Dogger Bank, Battle Cruiser action at Jutland; Yellow Sea (19OA);
TSUSHIMA; River Plate; Coronel; Falklands; Santiago Bay (1898); and for the near future: Manila Bay
(1898); Matapan (W.W.Il); and continuing phases of JUTLAND. We also have tried a World War One campaign
game with battles that never actually occurred: Tyrrhenean (Italy vs France); Adriatic: Austria-
Hungary vs Italy; Baltic: Russia vs Germany. We have 1:2300 scale models for all of these engagements
partly constructed by me, partly Panzerschiffes, partly C in C manufacture.

The scale we use is 1 inch per 1000 yards for Gunneryo Our board (i- of a ping pong table) is
marked in two inch squares, and we move on the POINTS of intersection. Each point represents movement
of five kts speed, therefore a 20 knot ship moves h points maximum per turn. Courses are plotted prior
to each move, and not more than two 45° turns Port or Starboard may be made in a turn.

GAMES WORKSHOP NEWS

Steve Jackson

We have just completed our move from Uxbridge Road to a new shop at I DALLING ROAD, HAMMERSMITH,
LONDON W6 (Phone: 01-741-3445). The shop is a minute's walk from Ravenscourt Park tube. For those
of you who managed to find us at Uxbridge Road, you will notice quite a difference. The new shop is
quite Large and all our games and figures are well displayed - no more poking around the stock
shelves; Opening times are 10.30-6.00 Mon-Fri and 10.30-5.00 Saturday. I hope you will pay us a
visit. In addition to our usual range of SF/F, we will shortly be stocking the Avalon Hill and SPI
ranges. We will be able to offer a 10^ discount to club members (on production of a membership card)
and we are hoping that not only will this encourage more customers, but also that it may encourage
the formation and support of more clubs. As the UK Science Fiction and Fantasy specialists, our SF/F
ranges of games, rules and figures is the largest in Europe. Soon, with the anticipated importation
of more American products, we should have the largest range in the world!

We are currently working on 3 major projects: Firstly the TSR Encyclopaedia of Monsrers has been
published in the States. It is a magnificent work, with around 350 monsters "...from Aerial Servant
to Zombie." Full D & D specs are given for each and a large number are illustrated, many by Dave
Trampier, a new and very talented TSR staff artist. Those of you who were disappointed by earlier TSR
illos will have no cause for complaint now. The US edition is hard backed and we will be importing
this (anticipated price around £6.95p) for those who prefer a more sturdy version. We will also
publish a Soft cover version over here for those not on an unlimited budget - anticipated price will
be around £3«50p.

Secondly, we are proud to announce that we have acquired the rights to manufacture Ral Partha
figures in this country. In my opinion, Ral Partha and Archive figures are the best currently avail
able. Archive have that fantasy flair and imagination about them, and Ral Partha are amazingly de
tailed and accurate. Ral Parthas have so far only been available as imports at a consequently high
price, but we expect to be able to produce them much more economically. A 25mm foot figure will sell
for 20p and at this price they will sell very well indeed. Ral Partha also produce, in addition to
their two main fantasy ranges, a superb range of Ancients, and these will also be produced here in
due course. Petal Throne players will be glad to hear that Ral Partha have recently taken over the
manufacture of Petal Throne figures from The Old Guard and this makes their availability more likely
in the near future.

Thirdly, White Dwarf 7, our birthday issue, will be quite an issue. We are going full colour
with the cover - a much more expensive job - and this will be drawn by John Blanche (cover artist of
WD4, and John has recently had a series of postcards published). This issue will contain: Gary Gygax
on "Magic Items in D & D"; Ed Simbalist, co-author of Chivalry and Sorcery, on "Starting off in C & S";
Don TurnbuII's "Lair of the Demon Queen* dungeon, the Fiend Factory, figures reviews, etc. We are
confident that it will be our best issue yet.



DO YOU REMEMBER "DAN DARE - PILOT OF THE FUTURE"?

George Erik

The kind comments in the March issue of the "Newsletter" have resulted in several enquiries on
the subject and requests regarding the availability of "Dan Dare" figures as a future possibility -
including two offers for purchase of the 'masters' mentioned.

Unfortunately, the 'masters' in my possession as the designer of the figures are not 'master'
models as such, but 'first pulls' from the tools (moulds) made for quantity production in plastic
for the final approval of Frank Hampsom and myself. They were and are the only "Dan Dare" models
authorised and approved by their creator. It must be explained that the original prototype ^master')
models from which the production tools (moulds) were made were, as normally happens in this process,
damaged and later discarded. The figures were approximately l/32nd (S-'tmm) scale, and to produce these
today in plastic would involve around £15,000 in tooling costs alone - plus production, packaging, and
merchandising costs! And would also require NEW master figures!

1 am constantly reminded that there is still today a considerable, if nostalgic, "Dan Dare" follow
ing. So much so that over twelve months ago 1 was again involved with Frank Hampson in a project to
produce a "Dan Dare" film for television, which some readers may recall was the subject of a 'pilot'
film introducing Frank Hampson and his work on one of the commercial channels. Despite spending, 1 am
informed, some £k0,000 on the project, it somehow fell through arising out of 'publication rights' held
by the company that took over "Eagle". Furthermore, old copies of "Eagle" featuring "Dan Dare" are
still eagerly sought and bought as collector's items almost worldwide.

In my opinion this would be an ideal time for a "Dan Dare" revival, particularly in view of "Star
Wars" film success. The main reason being that this film revives the traditional concept of good
clean entertainment based on the eternal conflict between good and evil, the theme so strongly promoted
by Marcus Morris and Frank Hampson in "Eagle". The success world-wide of the "Dan Dare" series was to
a great degree due to the meticulous research and visionary imagination that gave such technically
plausible authenticity to the mechanics, backgrounds and situations, for which innumerable scenarios
and scale models were created under the guiding genius of Frank Hampson. Whilst "Star Wars" makes
brilliant use of highly advanced and sophisticated film technology, it works on the same principles
which are the basis of its success.

It is therefore conceivable that a "Dan Dare" revival with say 25mm scale metal figures and equip
ment could prove highly successful, and provide a more logical rather than "fantasy" basis for war^
gaming - providing it was done with the authority and co-operation of Frank Hampson; without which no
one would be legally permitted to use the theme or title. With the relatively low cost of rubber
moulds and metal figure production the capital investment would be nominal, in hundreds rather than
thousands.

To those interested in the subject, 1 would suggest that it is entirely possible that a "Dan Dare"
Association, or such, might be formed to promote the revival, and could well produce interesting re
sults. Amongst its supporters there might well be individuals with sufficient enthusiasm and interest
in a nominal capital investment to back it, that couldjmake a boyhood's dream come true? Letters
received suggest that this could be if nostalgia and enthusiasm were translated into ACTION!

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

BATTLE! A PAGEANT OF ARMS AND ARMOUR THROUGH THE AGES

The 240 rural acres of Lilford Park, Northamptonshire, will be turned into one of the strangest
battlefields ever conceived this August Bank Holiday, when Lilford Park will play hosts to BATTLE! A
pageant of arms and armour through the ages, on Sunday 27th and Monday 28th August.

The event, one of the most ambitious yet planned at the popular Northamptonshire stately home,
will be a sprawling panorama of mediaeval jousting, cheek by jowl with World War 11 vehicles, military
displays and historical battle re—enactments. More than 6,000 square feet of display space inside the
magnificent 17th century Lilford Hall will be given over to model soldiers, wargames, militaria and
other trade stands. Other attractions will include a "Camp Followers Craft and Flea Market", radio
controlled aeroplanes and cars, and the usual Lilford attractions including children's farm, aviaries,
museum of rural bygones and riverside picknic sites.

Any person or organisation interested in taking part in BATTLE! should contact the organisers:
Blockgrand Limited, 11-13 High Street, Finedon, Northants. Tel: Wellingborough (0933) 680041 stating
their specific interest or activity

ooOoo

MARGATE '78!

At Margate on the 6th, 7th and 8th October 1978, the South London Warlords will be holding three
days of fun, competitions, demonstrations and participation events. A special emphasis will be made on
the Wargamer and Modeller. They hope for support in open competition in many periods. Prizes and
awards will be given to the winners. Many good and well known players have promised their support. On
a lighter but no less serious note there will be less conventional games in operation. It is hoped to
have Dungeons and Dragons - Stormship Troopers - also cowboy gunfights - small prizes will be awarded
to the winners. They are repeating a success with the full-scale re-enactment groups. A parade and
several set pieces which should prove of interest. The usual demonstration games and displays - the
trade stands and a large bring and buy stall. For further details write to J.Bridge, South London War
lord, Co-ordinator Open Days, 34 Tynwald House, Wells Park Road, Sydenham, London SeI6 6AG.
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ATTENTION MILITARIA MANUFACTURERS,ASSGCIATIGNS,
MUSEUM AUTHGRITIES, WARGAMES CLUBS, ETC.
From June 1st 1978, MINIATURE WARFARE LTD will occupy the entire premises at 18b The
Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells, This will p^vide quadruple working/trading space, groiind level
Shop and Display Windows, Our extension programme includes additional Studio facilities
enabling us to offer an even more comprehensive service to back up our trading slogan;-
"IF WE HAVE'HT GOT IT, WE'LL GET IT FOR YOU - IF WE CAN'T GET TP, WE CAN PROBABLY MAKE IT"
A concept of particular interest to all Militaria Manufacturers, Private Collectors,
Military Associations, I'taseum Authorities, Wargames Clubs and Hobbyists,

MANUFACTURERS; of Figures, Equipment, Vehicles, Accessories, etc — sooner or later
find their own design/ modelling resources overburdened, with their

promotion plans and schedules delayed, resulting in unfulfilled catalogue commitments and
potential loss of time and money, I4AKE TOP QUALITY AUTHENTIC 'MASTER' MODELS - ANY
SUBJECT, PERIOD, NATIONALITY, OR, SCALE - UNDER STRICT PROFESSIONAL CONFIDEircE. We can make
additional items to 'match in' or complement an existing range, or design and produce an
entirely new series to your requirements. Even research and planning undertaken for
special projects. Our standard of work will compare favourably with anything in the model-
making field - why not try us and see for yourself ?

COLLECTORS, ASSOCIATIONS, MOSEOMS; are offered the same comprehensive service
plus completely experienced professional

diorama building and architectural modelling, covering most aspects of military histoiy,
with guaranteed authenticity. Everything perfectly finished by our own expfi-H: hflnd-nfliTThiTig
team. Whatever the project, we will be pleased to quote you,

WARGAMERS & CLURS; at home and overseas, are invited to use any of our services
throu^ our reliable and efficient MAIL ORDER DIVISION, We

supply anything from listed trade catalogue items to a completely equipped battlefield
concept made to your specifications and specially designed for PRACTICAL wargaming. Why
not 'club together' and have that 'professional' wargames terrain you have always dreamed
about ? Or, if you cannot obtain the figures you need in the scale you want, why not have
them made for YOUR club ?

FUR THE FIRST TIME !, you can now have the same quality and craftsi-ianship demanded
BY THE TOP FILM STUDIOS TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF MODERN

BAMERA TECHNIQUES, AT REALISTIC PRICES j Those who have read 'The George Erik Story' in
this m^azine will appreciate that the practical experience of more than twenty-five
years in the film and theatre world is behind every commission placed with us,

HURRYISTS EVERYWHERE I Figures, Accessories, Kits, Bquipnent, Tools, Materials,
Rules, Reference Books, Prints, from advertised lists

and catalogues pf leading manufacturers, WRITE OR = TUNBRIDGEJP^'T.r.'^, 57624,
DUAL SHOPPERS WELCOME: DAILY 10 am to - CLOSED Wednesc

MINIATURE WARFARE LTG,i8b the pantiles,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT, ENGLAND
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WIN - VIVA LA LEGION «
1936 39

1959» 'viva la Legion'. 20mni master

figures, Spanish Civil War.

1978, 'EED HERALDS'. 8Qmm figures designed for
Red Heralds Association. Wiesbaden,.^

'XJMDISFAHME' 54inm figures by Phoenix
Model Developments Ltd,



A WORLD WAR TWO WARGAME

Peter Bishop

During the Easter holidays my brother and I
had a wargame especially for a Battle Report.
Also enclosed is a map of the board.

Scenario; The 27th Armoured Brigade are racing
across North Germany and a detachment of motor
infantry under the command of Major Lamb (Michael
Bishop) have been sent to occupy the suburbs of
Luneburg. However Brevet Lieut. Colonel Dalderup
(Peter Bishop), a Dutchman in the German army,
had occupied Luneburg with the remains of the 73rd
Infantry Regiment.

The British Forces; Major Lamb, GSM, 1 Bren Gun
Carrier, k motor cycles.
Lieut.Snow, 4 Infantry
sections, 1 PIAT, k lorries,
1 jeep.
CapteCain, 1 Comet, 2 Church-
ills, 2 flame-throwers, 11
Engineers, 1 M3 semi-tracked.
Staff Sgt.Starr, 3 Light
mortars, 1 W.O,, 1 Humber, 2
armoured cars.

The German Forces; Brevet Lieut.Col. Dalderup,
Capt.Vent, 1 Tiger, 1 Hetzer,
1 Sdkfz 222.

Lieut, von Schweller, h
Infantry sections, 1 Kubel-
wagen, 2 cyclists, 1 lorry,
1 half-track.

Staff Q.M. Glaesche, 1 MfcM.G.,
2 Panzerfausts, 2 Engineers,
1 flamethrower, 1 motor cycle,
combination, 2 Kubelwagens.
Sgt. von Kirchbach, 1 37mm
gun, 1 Sdkfz 2, 1 ambulance.

The Battle; A Churchill and A section advanced
from the * to the farm, deserting the lorry as the
Sdkfz 222 had sallied out and fired at it. The
Churchill missed the armoured car which disappear
ed. Lieut.Snow parked by the ford in his jeep and
the PIAT crossed the Metal Bridge, entered West
Wood and hid in some fallen trees to ambush the
SDkfz 222. Meanwhile the Tiger moved from the
1st cottage to the Quay. Lieut. Snow ordered C
section to enter and occupy West Wood which they
did, leaving their lorry by the telegraph pole
next to the Metal Bridge.
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Suddenly the Sdkfz reappeared and was damaged by the Churchill. B section crossed the river
south pf the hut and deployed in the nearby fields. A Kubelwagen crossed the River Bridge, a flame
thrower dismounted and destroyed a fir tree which was obscuring the view of the Hetzer, also killing
a member of C section. Meanwhile the Mortar section safely reached the farm only to find, later, that
most of the targets were out of range.

The Churchill crossed Farm Bridge, under a hail of gun fire from the Hetzer. At the crossroads
it came under the combined fire of the Tiger and the Hetzer and was destroyed, leaving 3 survivors.
The armoured car crossed the Wooden Bridge and the Metal Bridge, drove to the ford frightening Lieut.
Snow, who hurried to the farm, and had its tyres punctured by the Bren gunner on the hut roof. The
Comet and Capt. Cain arrived to capture the armoured ear by breaking the crew's morale and the Engineer
section collected them in their M3.

C section, of the German army crossed the River Bridge and attacked their opposite numbers in West
Wood. Meanwhile the Engineers repaired the tyres on the deserted lorry and drove it to the farm.
The ex-Churchill crew repaired the tyres on the Sdkfz 222 and attacked the Hetzer with the PIAT. The
Hetzer was knocked out and the PIAT killed by rifle fire. As the Comet crossed the river, drove to
and crossed the Wooden Bridge, A and B sections advanced from their positions towards North Wood. On
the other side of the Wooden Bridge the Comet did little damage to the Tiger, which destroyed it. One
man survived^and it was not Cain. A Panzerfaust also fired at it from the Garage and hit the hull. He
was officially the destroyer to the dismay of the Tiger crew.

Some German Engineers blew up the Wooden Bridge. B section suffered casualties from small arms
fire from the other bank. A brave but stupid Kubelwagen was shot up as it tried to give the German



WARGAME RULES FROM STEPHEN REED, 1 Westlees, Reigate Road, Hookwood, Surrey RH6 OHD.

Napoleonic Rules - still the best, include organisations for the major combatants
Napoleonic Naval - for fleet actions on a hex grid
5mm Amendments for Napoleonic rules - now refight the major battles in this popular scale
Marlborough's Wars - 15mm rules for the War of the Spanish Succession
Space Warfare — futuristic warfare includes designing your own spaceships!
NEW Ancient rules - Basic rules including optional section on command and orders

plus Medieval supplement
plus Fantasy supplement

1/300 World War II - for micro-armour and infantry these easy-to-use rules are ideal
American Civil War - NEW straightforward 2nd rules

Also available Army Lists for WRG Ancient rules as used in Society of Ancients Postal
Championship, with explanation of use under other rules 40p
All these rules have been tested by experienced gamers and have been tried on beginners to check
they can be easily followed.

Club and trade enquiries welcome, discounts available for bulk orders of more than 10 copies of a
set of rules. Please mention Wargamer's Newsletter when ordering. Please send SAE if writing
with queries rather than orders. Overseas orders to be accompanied by International Money Order.

Championship, with explanation of use under other rules

75p
20p
lOp
25p
50p
50p
20p
20p

25p
60p

Observations;

Prisoners; 1 British tank crew

3 German tank crew

3 German infantry , >

These and the captured armoured car have been included in the casualties.

1. The Germans would have done better with another A.F.V. or section of infantry.

2. The Germans should have attacked earlier if they had wanted to drive the British
off the board, not halfway through the game.

3. The British never exploited their superiority in men or A.F.V.

A. The British placed their mortars too far back, a point not realised until too late.

This wargame is not typical of the games we usually fight because there was less armour, men, guns,
infantry support weapons and transport.

Meanwhile the Sdkfz had assisted in helping repel the attack at the River Bridge. The remain
ing members of C section were led off to join their friends who were already at the farm. At the
burning Churchill the Engineers started to dig new positions for the Mortar section while their German
counterparts with some infantry moved from the North Ruins to repair a Kubelwagen. At this point
Brevet Lieut.Colonel ordered D section to be brought back to Luneburg in the ambulance. The latter
was the only vehicle which could move without the British firing on it. The captured armoured car
even followed it without knowing it contained German infantry! C section's lorry was destroyed with
charges after the tyres had been punctured. The Mortar section left the farm as the jeep did so, and
arrived behind the hut as the jeep collected the flame-throwers at the crossroads.

Both C section, or the remains of, and the jeep crossed the river as the 37mm gun retired into
Luneburg, After dropping the flame-throwers the jeep moved back into North Woods. The flame-throwers
started to attack Vent in his Tiger, but unsuccessfully. The Tiger moved up to Farm Bridge and the
hunter hid in the deserted gun position and trench. The other Churchill and D section moved to the
River Bridge via West Wood. Gradually the German forces were ordered by Brevet Lieut.Colonel Dalderup
to retire to Luneburg which they did, the Tiger having some more paint singed off. As the last German
troops of the brave 73rd Infantry Regiment disappeared the British reached the outskirts of Luneburg.
The game lasted 50 minutes (wargame time).

Casualties: German I Hetzer

infantry covering fire. By this time the Humber had arrived and directed futile mortar fire only
killing some infantry and a cyclist. ■ However the anti-tank gun managed to kill 2 of its crew only
leaving Staff Sgt. Starr. At this point Capt. Vent in the Tiger noticed a Bren Gun Carrier with A
motor cycles. Unhappily he fired at the carrier and knocked it out. The only survivor was Major
Lamb, the CSM and the driver were killed in the blast. The Major arrived at the farm on the back of
a motor cycle.

British - 1 Comet

1 Churchill

9 tank crew and 1 Captain
15 Infantry and 2 Sergeants
1 Bren Gun Carriei

I FIAT and 1 CSM

1 Sdkfz 222

6 tank crew and I Sergeant
15 Infantry and I Sergeant
I lorry
I cyclist and I MMG and 2 crew
I Artillery sergeant



tF ITS QUALITY YOU'RE AFTER LOOK NO FURTHER.

I.ammmg jUmiaturesf
MAKE FINELY DETAILED 25mm FIGURES IN HIGH QUALITY METAL.

Ancients to Napoleonics — Medievals our speciality

and now in the same detail WWII 20mm with separate weapons!

SCHOOLS — use our Medieval Campaign & Battle Rules in classes,
ART (painting figures), discover & populate your own island —

HISTORY, ECONOMICS, MATHS.

We shall be at Old Town Hall, Chelsea — 15 April.
Post House, Southampton — 22-23 April.

For catalogue please send 30p to
45 WENLOCK ST., HULL, HU3 IDA. TEL. 26896

ADVANCE NOTICE: N.E. Regional Finals organised by Humberside Wargames Society,
City Hall, Hull — 10 June.

Apply Mrs. Sylvia Lazenboy, 109 The Parkway, Willerby, Hull.

St. MARquERiiE
GuesT HousE

THE RIVIERA, PAIGNTON, DEVON

r  Resident Proprietress: MRS. A.I.. IIUTTON Telephone: (0803) 556428

Recommended in the C.P.S.A. Holiday Guide, offering a
generous menu, good clean accommodation and a warm friendly
atmosphere. The establishment is ideally situated heing near
to hoth Paignton and Goodrington heach and local amenities.
¥e offer terms for hed, breakfast and evening meal from £30.00p
per week per person, with special terms for children. Write or
telephone for brochure:- try us once and we feel sure you will
want to return.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order
to Wargamer's Newsletter, 59 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AI). All these publications can also be pur
chased at the Tradition shop in London (but without personal inscriptions and autograph).

WARGAMES - £4.W|d. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60d. ADVANCED WARGAMES - £3.65p. WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.^5p.
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.1 3000 BC to 1100 AD - £A.35p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.11

1^20-1783 - £3.73"p: WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill 1792-1859 - £4.90p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES
- Vol.IV 1863-1945 - £.§ft>. BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £4.43p. BATTLES NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £A.dOp
WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PERIODS - £.lt.25v. WARGAMING - PIKE AND SHOT PERIODS - £5.00p. TANK
BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p. SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p. POITIERS
1336 - £I.80p. AT THEM WITH THE BAYONETt - £1.65p. COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-19»1 - £5.55p. CAPTAIN
T!MEY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p. BETTER MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p. WARGAMERS H^BOOK OF THE AMERICAN WAR
OF independence 1773-1783 - £A.25p. just out I WARGAMING AIRBORNE OPERATIONS - £5. OOp

WARGAMING RUI.ES: 1. Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath. 2. Medlaeyal period by Tony
Bath. 3. 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath;
A. Napoleonic by Donald Featherstone. 5. American Civil War by Donald Featherstone. 6. Late 19th
Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone. 7. 1917 Period wargame
in German S.W. Africa (incl. rules for early tanks, armoured cars, fitc) by Donald Featherstone. 8.
19'j4 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker. 9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War-by Donald
Featherstone. 40p each or the set of 9 for £3.OOp including postage.

WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefields - 55p.

ALL OBTAINABLE FROM THE EDITOR OF THIS MAGAZINE.



MUST LIST

Many years ago I remember suggesting to one of the model soldier manufacturers - I believe It
was veteran Jack Scruby of California - that a very Interesting and diverse period for which to manu
facture wargames figures would be the Boxer Rising of 1900. As readers will know ('&.a recent jTVr.showljig
of the film "Fifty-five Days at Peking" will aid their memories) the Boxer Rising Involved the forces
of the: L- many occupying powers In China at that time, also the Regular military forces of China and
the militant Boxers. It Is a campaign which lends Itself to wargamlng on a smaller scale - the siege
of the Legation at Peking Is well documented and could almost be reproduced on a one-for-one basis.
The advance of the relief column to Peking, under the command of the German von Waldersee Is of the
greatest Interest, with Japanese troops showing up prominently and the South Wales Borderers together
with Sikhs and Gurkhas, playing a big part. There was also an abortive relief column In the Tientsin
area under British Admiral Seymour. Anyway, after all that preamble It Is nice to kn.ow that MINIATURE
FIGURINES have added to their distinguished Colonial range by putting out figures for the Boxer Rising.
Of course, they are far too experienced to consider Issuing a range without doing figures for both
sides (l have spent a lot of time trying to convince Alrflx that It Is no good putting out one type of
figures without any enemy) so the Mlnlflg selection Is very comprehensive. It Includes French marines
and sailors; German Uhlan on foot; an Austrian/German sailor; a U.S. marine and Chinese troops In the
British service. The enemy consists of Boxers In various positions and In characteristic Chinese garb,
plus Regular Chinese Infantry and standards. I am rather puzzled to notice the complete absence of
Japanese and Russian figures because both of these Nations played an extremely prominent part In this
campaign - perhaps Neville Dickinson Is planning a range of figures for the Russo-Japanese War which
took place some five years later In I905I Other omissions Include British sailors and marines of the
landing parties, and British and Indian Colonial Infantry, but I suppose these can be taken from other
ranges already Issued. In fact, this Is a campaign that can well "borrow" figures from other ranges
and slightly different periods.

MINIATURE FIGURINES have a very full programme ahead and I know that Peter Manning has been very
busily designing figures for the Mexican-American War of IS'fib (a fascinating and horribly neglected
wargamlng period which I only really discovered when writing the relevant chapter for Volume 3 of my
series "Wargames Through The Ages"). Then they aim to put out a range of figures for the Indian Mutiny
which should be really something with Sepoys and loyal native troops plus the British Infantry In India
at the time. Of course, much of that range will also be able to be.used to re-flght the two Sikh Wars
of some twelve years earlier - yet another of the well documented and highly suitable campaigns that
wargamers have never got around to fighting. I wouldn't mind betting that I am one of the few war-
gamers In the world who has armies of Sikhs and British for the first Sikh War of 18^6! To return to
Mlnlflgs - they are also putting out a range of Western Gunflghters In 25mm scale; and Increasing their
Fantasy range "Valley of the Four Winds" with all sorts of exotic and mind-boggling figures.

Going back to the Boxer Rising, one of the wonderful features of wargamlng Is Its Inspirational
aspects - just writing about this Chinese campaign at the turn of the century has Inflamed my mind with
Ideas for wonderful pieces of terrain suitable for the campaign and period. I recall a colourful
poster put out by the U.S. Armed Forces Information Service, showing American marines storming a massive
wall and pagoda tower affair at Peking and I recall thinking how Interesting It would be to make this.
With slabs of polystyrene so easy to obtain and able to be cut around with a hot knife, these walls and
towers are well within the reach of wargamers. Also, there are numerous shops In major cities these
days which specialise In selling Items from India or the East - I can recall a Japanese shop In Lower
Sloane Street, London (almost opposite where Ted Suren used to have his Willie Figures shop) which
sells various sorts of Oriental buildings and temples very suitable as terrain pieces. I also recall
seeing In Hamley's Model Centre In Welbeck Street, London, some American (or Japanese?) kits to make
model temples and oriental houses. But over and above that, there Is a great amount of pleasure to be
obtained from cutting around with cardboard or plastlcard and making these exotic buildings typical of
China and the East, to form a most colourful background for the activities of this new range of figures
put out by Miniature Figurines.

There Is some difference of opinion amongst readers as to whether we should or should not publicise
Science Fiction and Fantasy-type wargamlng. I must confess to having mixed feelings on It myself, par
ticularly when I read of Conquest 25mm fantasy figures(available from SKYTREX LIMITED) which, among
other Incredible characters, ■offers a "dwarf crossbowman on armoured war boar at A5p"! However, using
a slight let-out In the thought that some of these figures can possibly be used In Medieval or Ancient
wargamlng, may I mention that these Conquest 25mm fantasy figures would seem to show amazing Ingenuity
- I suggest you look at their advert In this Issue for a full listing of them. I suppose the manufaet-
urer cannot lose with this because, as opposed to conventional military historical periods, here the
sky Is the limit and anything can be made that the Inventive mind can plcturel John Walker of ASGARD
who support this magazine with advertising Is also In this field and recently announced a new Science
Fiction/Fantasy range. This consists of Trlmote Warriors armed with weapons for which I would hate to
have to make covering wargames rules - what Is the range and effect of a "Dlsplacer cannon" or a "Vorte:
grenade" or a "Disintegrator" and has a "Sonic pistol" the same sort of range as a Webley .^5"? The
Trlmote auxiliaries seem to be armed with more conventional weapons such as halberds, two-'-anded axes,
shields, spears, swords and to wear cuirasses, chalnmall or plate armciur but even then one encounters
the three-armed robot and the Mandlblex trooper with auto-cannon! I notice that the latest ASGARD
addition to their Fantasy range Includes a giant slug at ei.20p - If this Is In 25mm scale must
be a hell of a big thing to use up all that metal!

I apologise to John Walker, John Hammond and all other mates turning out these Fantasy figures for
any degree of levity In my description - It Is just the stlrrer In me coming to the surface!

This month's HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED advert lists new figures In their Ancient Indian 25mm range
- not having seen them yet I cannot comment except that they open up a new aspect for the Ancient war-
gamer. Note also that they have an Indian war; Eil:eph.aiDt &i.ia four-horse chariot coming soon. How about



that .5^min First World War gun-team depicted in the Hinohliffe advert? When I was a hoy living in
London, I spent much of my spare time in the Imperial War Museum (then in South Kensington) and one
of the show cases against which I pressed my nose for longer than any other was that containing an
exactly similar gun-team to this, made at enormous expense as a one-off joh hy some modeller of
international repute, no douht. Today, the wargamer and military modeller can obtain it at a compara
tively low price - the availability of figures and models in this day and age is quite beyond the
wildest dreams of the more mature among us.

GREENWOOD AND BALL LIMITED have a new range of Garrison 25mm figures - Ghaznavid Turks which are
the first to appear as representatives of the very powerful wargaming force as described in the book
"Armies of the Dark Ages" by Ian Heath. See the Greenwood and Ball advert elsewhere in this magazine
for a full listing and note that more figures, including cavalry, are shortly to follow.

Naval wargamers will be interested in a recent announcement from the MODEL HOBBY CENTRE, 211
Bexley Road, Northumberland Heath, Erith, Kent, concerning their re-modelled range of Micro-Matrix
lopoth scale Napoleonic warships with cast metal hdlls, mast, cross spars and printed sail plans. They
claim that these models are the finest available of their kind, with careful painting and the addition
of cotton rigging, the finished model is a true collector's piece. Selling at prices ranging from hk
to 84p, the range includes First, Second and Third Rate Ship of the Line, Frigates, Brigs, Schooners,
Galleys, Cutters, Luggers and large Merchantmen.

Elsewhere in this magazine are reviewed the latest OSPREY Men-at-Arms series. In this connection
it is interesting to note that by mutual arrangement between Osprey and NEW HOPE DESIGNE, the latter
are turning out 5Amm figures to tie-in with each of these books. Thus we have Grenadier Guards of
various types and periods; Span-lsh Civil War figures; Knights and Mamelukes of the Crusades and French
Napoleonic Hussars.

AIRFIX have now put out a follow-on to the English pikemen of 16A2, producing an English musketeer
of the Civil War period in 5Amm scale, in kit form at AOp. Intricately sculptured in the costume of
the period, the figure can be modelled in either a loading or musket firing pose. When assembled the
model is inches high and consists of 36 finely moulded and detailed parts including the belt worn
over the left shoulder from which hung the twelve leather and wooden,bottles (known as the Twelve
Apostles), each carrying a measured charge of powder; plus a matchlock gun and stand. There is also
a template which is used in conjunction with the plasticard in the kit to produce the straps on the
musketeers uniform. Step-by-step instructions are provided together with three full colour illustra
tions giving different aspects of the musketeer to assist in painting.

Our old friends WARRIOR have re-organised some of their range and apparently re-designed their
Saxons and Gauls in 25mm. They also are producing Dragon Miniatures; 15 Science Fiction figures with
space ships. Another interesting innovation from WARRIOR are figures from the well known French series
concerning Asterix, Obelix and Friends. If any of this is your scene then Warrior can be relied upon
to turn out models that are always slightly different to other makers and definitely very pleasing in
their own right.

Elsewhere in this issue a wargamer sent in a plea for details of the organisation of formations
so that he can scale-down his armies. He may well be interested in the knowledge that No. 1 WARGAMES
COMMAND of 22 Old Cote Drive, Heston, Hounslow, Middlesex, are producing organisation charts that, by
reducing the number of regiments/battalions by approximately two-thirds have produced a series of
balanced divisions, with their lower echelons at 1:1 scale, at a size to suit your pocket and wargames
table. They can provide charts for World War Two and Modern, including all the latest NATO and Iron
Curtain countries. Perhaps eventually they may well turn out similar charts for Napoleonic and other
popular wargaming periods.

Earlisr I mentioned the latest publicised figures from HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED and, true to
form, they have now arrived in person. Possessing very rigid interest/lines, and because there was
no listing in the package, at first I thought the small collection of Ancient Indians were Fantasy
figures from a new range - and indeed they could well fit into this fashionable aspect of wargaming!
Not having any knowledge whatsoever of Ancient Indians, I find it slightly difficult to adequately
appraise these figures although I must confess on first glance that I was not overly impressed. How
ever, if Ancient Indians are your thing then these are sturdy figures that will paint up colourfully
and no doubt perform well on the wargames table. At the moment the range consists of 4 infantry
figures - one with a bow& another with a javelin, both with two-handed swords; and two Irregular
infantry, one with a two-handed sword and the other with a bow. The cavalry consists of Medium,
Heavy and Irregular light cavalry all armed with javelin and shield. Then there is a compact one-
piece figure (l must confess this looks even more like a Fantasy character to me!) of a Scythian light
cavalry with bow - I notice that the Hinchliffe current advert calls him an infantryman! This is a
chunky little figure and no doubt very accurate but again I have no background knowledge with which
to appraise it. The speed in which the HERITAGE 15mm Napoleonics are coming on the market would,indi
cate that they are working very hard on them in the U.S.A. - HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED have sent me a
further 9 packs of these figures which, as in the past are beautifully detailed and exceptionally well
done for their very small size. As they arrive I have in front of me three separate packs of Austrian
Fusiliers - charging, attacking and defending and another of Austrian Grenadiers in attacking positiono
Then there are five packs of Austrian cavalry - it is the cavalry in this range which are probably the
most impressive as they contain so much detail and their size makes it possible to have such colourful
varied squadrons adorning the wargames table. This selection consists of Austrian Hussars, Chasseurs,
Uhlans, Dragoons and Cuirassiers.

Not everybody in my household has military interests so when my daughter Jane, who is a jig-saw
puzzle addict, brought in a small box with a most attractive coloured picture on the front of a 10th
Light Dragoon (Hussar) in the Peninsular against a background of what I think must have been the
Benevente 1808, I was most surprised. Presumably,-" she saw this 221-piece jig-saw puzzle in a news
agents for 85p, being part of a series of similar puzzles under the heading of OLD REGIMENTS. Jane
mentioned that there were a whole lot of different military illustrations on the boxes and that they
looked very attractive. In the event, I spent an unscheduled and very precious hour or so on Sunday

afternoon helping her make this 10" x 13" puzzle which, when finished was very pleasing. Made, in
Engleind by the Whitman Publishing (UK) Limited, a member of the Pentos Group - I have no address.



BOOK REVIEWS
BATTLE FOR ANTWERP by Major General J.L.Moulton

CB.,DSO.,OBE. (8i" x 5f"; 208 pages; 32 pages of
illustrations, Ian Allan Ltd - £5.95p)«

The author of this book is an outstanding Royal
Marine whose literary contributions to military history
are well known and include that very affectionate book ' ♦?<* '
from "Regimental Histories" series "THE ROYAL MARINES". ' L ' ■
This exciting book - it is exciting both to those of us °- "r "■ -'"C-
who personally remember World War Two and military , ' .> , ^
historians whose interest is a little more academic — i77!!B|^^8to|y ^
deals with the liberation of the city and the opening
of the Scheldt in 19^^. A classic assault with all the \ \ ^
weapons that were used in the invasion of North-West 1 "j^jf
Europe, this was a costly and far from clear-cut ^ : -zf
operation that had to be attempted. The book describes Kxy^ii Mar,n,. Con',t, iar, .'„s .irivc WmscI, an i othir
it clearly and objectively and its photographs are "'"Phibians athorelrmn J.CT .Mk4 Watherm, cmh-r iii4+
fresh, and most helpful in following the text. Personally, although I was serving in Italy at the
time, I found these photographs almost brought back the smell, the dry-mouthed apprehension and the
general atmosphere of war as we knew it in 194^,

If you want to read of self-sacrificing heroism and, to be fair, a doughty defence by the Germans,
then closely follow the complex and hard-fought operation so ably described in this book,

ooOeo---
f'j'oro Osprev Publishing come the latest four books in their Men-at-Arms Series, and a very finequartet they are. The first is THE GRENADIER GUARDS with a text by General Sir David Eraser; addition

al research by R.J.Marrion and D,S,V,Fosten and colour plates by Angus McBridge with a Foreword by
H,R,H, The Duke of Edinburgh, Colonel of the Grenadier Guards, The British Guards Regiments need no
introduction and they are all perfectly capable of speaking up for themselves, nevertheless there are
few soldiers who do not have more than a sneaking regard and respect for them, particularly for the
Grenadiers whose prowess in many wars since the days of Marlborough have excited the admiration of all
military historians. This is a concise account of their history with eight excellent colour plates
and numerous photographs and illustrations of great interest and historical value. An interesting,
even inspirational book, (See below for further comment)

THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR 1936-1939 with text by Patrick Turnbull, colour plates by Jeffrey Burn,
There has not been a great deal written on this interesting and highly influential conflict which is
excellent material for the wargames table. So far as I know it has never been attempted by any war-
gamer of my acquaintance. This small volume is claimed to be "the only concise English-language
account of the war" and its author saw the armies of the war at first hand. The illustrations show
the great diversity of troops, both Republican and Nationalist, together with those from outside
nations, who fought this bloody conflict of my youth. Armed with this book and some carefully adapted
and converted figures, the wargamer could open up a new vista in his table-top campaigns,

ARMIES OF THE CRUSADES with text by Terence Wise and colour plates by G.A.Embleton, This pair are
a pretty powerful combination and the book does them justice, Terry Wise is a sincere writer who re
searches well and for whom 1 have the greatest respect. This book is a good concise account of yet
another of those neglected wargames wars, a situation which could well be remedied after the stimulus
of the quite brilliant eight pages of illustrations by G.A.Embleton, Elsewhere in this magazine I spoke
of the remarkable inspirational factors that accompany wargaming - now this book has set me thinking
about a Crusading ArmyI

NAPOLEON'S HUSSARS with text by Emir Bukhari and colour plates by Angus McBride, This concludes
the author's four volume series on the cavalry of the First French Empire, in which he covers their
organisation, tactics, formations, uniforms, weapons, horse furniture and regimental war records.
Hussars have always been among the most colourful of all troops and Napoleonic Hussars are high in that
field. With the current stimulation of the film "The Duellists", concerning Napoleonic Hussars, this
book may well cause a great increase in the sales of these colourful characters in 25mm scale. The
only trouble about them is that they are so exciting that ones wargames rules always tend to be slightly
overbalanced to give them a more than even chance - which is alright if they are on your side!

All these books are available from military booksellers. Each contain 40 pages of illustrated
text and 8 pages of full colour plates and cost £2,25p each,

ALLIED COMBAT TANKS by Peter Chamberlain and John Milsom, This 64-page soft cover booklet is
ano.ther Macdonald and Jane's World War 2 Fact File covering the fighting forces of the principal
countries of World War Two, Each study provides a readable narrative supplemented by separate sections
on technical details of weaponry, logistics and general administration to a standard seldom given in
campaign and battle studies. The authors are well known authorities on the subject and this companion
volume to AXIS COMBAT TANKS gives specifications, historical data and representative photographs of the
various Allied tanks used during World War Two, Described in order of-countries as they became involved
in the conflict they range from Polish and French models to British, Soviet and U.S. combat tanks. The
progressive improvements dictated by operational experiences are recorded and the excellent photographs
and unquestionably accurate technical data make this and other books invaluable to the wargamer
specialising in World War Two, I was particularly interested to note (l think) a picture of my own
Regiment's tanks firing in Italy,

THE GRENADIER GUARDS came about at the direct request of the regiment, who have bought 7,000 copies
and are already distributing them to all new recruits. Not only did the regiment open its archives to
make available some remarkable historic photographs, but Prince Philip, its Colonel, has also written a
foreword extolling the Grenadiers' "shining example to friend and foe alike of the true mettle and fight
ing qualities of the British soldier in triumph and adversity,"

Hoya! Marine Cotr.turtij.
amphibians ashore from JA'T .Mk4

.  'Irive \V(i\scl> anJ other
Ualcheron. X«.- cir.le.T 104.1



LETTERS
"Just a few comments on "points arising" out of the March issue

1. I found Mr. Haythornthwaite's article on "Casualties and Morale in Napoleonic Warfare" most
interesting - he did a good joh of pointing out some of the wrong assumptions contained in many war-
games rules. I would like to take issue with him on a couple of points, however.

(a) Although I realise that, as Britishers ourselves, we find it easier to consult English
sources for our information. I think it would he dangerous to rely too greatly on statistics relat
ing to British infantry when compiling our Napoleonic rules. This is particularly true when dealing
with matters relating to casualties and morale. The uncanny ability of British infantry to absorb
tremendous losses without flinching had long been the despair of foreign generals (witness Fontenoy
and Bunker Hill, among many other examples) - put it down to the regimental system, stiff upper lips,
or just the fact that the British soldier was too stupid to realise when he was beaten, the fact is
that the British soldiers steadiness under fire was unmatched by any of his continental contemporar
ies. On top of this is the additional factor that, on most of the occasions Mr.Haythornthwaite
mentions, the British line Just had to hold steady. Wellington was commanding, effectively, Britain's
only field army - if this one was beaten, there could be no replacement. Moreover, it was often the
case that a single defeat might have toppled the Government at home and thus ended the war. Because
of all this, despite all his solicitude for his men's safety, the Duke often asked more of his soldiers
than any continental general would have cared to do. The British army could rarely afford to quite a
battlefield knowing that "he who fights and runs away lives to fight another day" - it could just not
afford itself the luxury of running! Considering all this, let us therefore beware of drawing
generalisations from the very particular experiences of a single army.

With regard to the conclusions relating to wargaming 1 would agree that the "50 per cent Rule"
(or whatever) imposes a rather artificial rigidity on table-top events. It seems to me however, that
in pointing out those occasions when units stood beyond the 50^ mark we are in danger of throwing the
baby out with the bathwater - it seems to be a general weakness among wargamers that they are more
interested in the exceptions rather than the rules. That a certain unit withstood exceptionally high
casualties in a particular battle proves nothing except the statistical possibility that the 50^
barrier could sometimes be breached; the vagaries of the dice throw should be able to deal adequately
with this. In other words all that is needed is a morale test rather than a rigid 50^ line of demar
cation. Now Mr.Haythornthwaite states that "if morale were unaffected there seems no reason why a
unit could not function to some degree with 60 or even 70^ casualties". Gould morale ever be "un
affected" in such circumstances? Certainly 1 would contend that a unit with such losses could not
withstand any sort of enemy pressure - that is to say that it might continue to stand against long
range artillery fire but would cave in before any direet threat.

My conclusion would be that the 50^ rule reproduces, not a 'morale reaction' (i.e. the decision
of the men themselves to withdraw) but a 'command decision' (i.e. orders from higher up to fall back)
embodied in the rules so as to reproduce in a non-campaign situation, the recognition by an average
sort of general that the unit would have to be withdrawn if it were to have any future use. In a
campaign situation scrap the 50^ rule if you wish (a general might well decide to 'sacrifice' a unit)
but if your morale rules allow such a damaged unit to do anything other than stand still and be shot
at, then I would suggest that they need revision. On one of Mr.Haythornthwaite's final points -
namely that a withdrawal in the face of the enemy was often more dangerous than standing still - this
is of course true, but whenever we deal with questions of morale we should remember that we are here
dealing with the irrational side of human nature. If morale reactions depended on rational judge
ments alone ̂  infantry would ever flee before a cavalry charge. Indeed the soldier is never in a
more perilous situation than when he turns his back on an enemy. Soldiers have always known this and
yet they have always fled once their powers of reason broke down in the face of fear. Morale is the
most irrational and intangible factor of all, certainly the most dangerous area of speculation for
the armchair (or table-top) strategist.

I would assure Mr.Haythornthwaite that I found his general conclusions to be perfectly sensible
and I have added the above merely as an amplification of certain points with which I am largely in
agreement but which might, I fear, be wrongly interpreted by the unwary.

2. While claiming that anti-fantasy opinion tends not to properly differentiate between varieties
of 'non-historical' games - a very reasonable point - it seems to me that M.Fiasson is falling into
the same trap himself by lumping all non-fantasy wargamers together! As one of those annoying people
who prefer historical accuracy to "a good game", 1 find his strictures regarding the absurdities of
most Ancient and Napoleonic games to be inapplicable to myself since I have long bemoaned such
practices as pitting Sassanids against Picts or stiffening up Napoleonic forces with isolated Guard
battalions. (it appears to me that Ancient wargames have lost something ever since the days when the
availability of only Airfix Romans and Ancient Britons, or Greenwood and Ball Greeks and Persians
meant that all games were at least non-anachronistic. Since then, however, probably in the search
for the Grail-like 'invincible wargames army' the hobby has clamoured for the release of ever more
weird and wonderful figures). I wopld point out, however, that even such games, as well as the "lace
wars" battles of Messrs Young and Grant, are at least recognisably table-top conflicts between model
soldiers (apparently M.Fiasson's criterion for a wargame), whereas Venusians or elves surely cannot
claim the human attributes implied in the word "soldier". A final point, how anyone can claim that
fantasy games can avoid being labelled "Fascist" is beyond me. The morbid fascination with evil and
the twisted sadism so clearly appealed to by the advertisers of certain products connected with this
"fun" branch of the hobby surely excels even the most lurid Nazi Fantasies of the cheaper pulp maga
zines .

3. Final point (honest!). As' an inveterate critic of the established form of wargames rules
know the ones I am talking about!), I found that the advert for the wargames competition of the

Midlands Militaire '78" strongly succeeded in reinforcing my prejudices. Apparently the winner will



have to display "general wargames skills" rather than those appropriate to a particular historical
period by proving he can handle both Napoleonlc/or Renaissance and early Medieval forces. Now while
It might be true that In the areas of strategy and leadership, the qualities of a good general might
not have changed down the centuries, on the battlefield Itself (presumably what a wargame Is supposed
to represent) the historical setting was paramount In deciding the conduct of the battle. The
premises on which this competition Is based would appear to me to amount to an acceptance that the
standard contemporapr wargame Is no more than a highly stylised version of battle, governed by rules
(which are absolute) like chess, rather than by laws (which are general and flexible) like the original
Krlegsplel". I suppose the next stage (and I fear It Is already dangerously close) will be the pro
duction of a set of "Wargames Rules for the Pre-Atom Bomb era 1000 BC-1945 AD" based on the assumption
that only ranges and "weapon factors" changed over the centuries!"

Andy Calltin of Lancaster.

ooOoo

With reference to Paddy Griffith's article about the different type of wargamers there are.

If he was out to show the four typeis follies all well and good but he did seem to me to
be finding only fault with all four types mentioned. Mind you the way they were portrayed it would
have been difficult to find the good points but surely most wargamers are a mixture of all? Many must
also have an Inbred touch of Don F. In them as there can be few wargamers that started the hobby In
the last few years who has not been Influenced by him. (I'd still put that If you were not the Editor
Don). 1 know I am a bit Isolated over here In W. Germany but the only type that I have come across
Is the Aesthete and It seems to be more a case of a military modeller who plays wargames as a minor
side line and more often than not In doing so becomes a bit mixed with the historian In that It Is an
attempt to see or to show what happened or could have happened In a battle. Maybe I am wrong and
there are not many warGAMERS around, whose Interest Is playing a game with model soldiers painted to
various standards using rules giving various degrees of realism or simplicity with the main object
being to enjoy themselves In the company of like-minded people or even on their own. Of course If I
am wrong then the four stereo types ought to complain because they are not getting a fair representa
tion In the press.

In response to Jean-Louis Flasson of Lyon, would he kindly answer the following, and this applies
to all fantasy fanatics that wish for wargamers publications to entertain them. Would they object to
having to wade through battle reports on such games as Risk, Escape from Coldltz to find their
articles? If they would (a sound assumption) then why should he expect us to tolerate them? I fight
In Napoleonic era but I still read with Interest articles on all other periods but I fall to see how
fantasy can be compared with or taken on a level with wargamlng."

24257711 LCPL Barrett A.R., 1 Sqn 3 Armd Dlv Slg Regt, BFPO 106

ooOoo

"I was most Interested In the article "The Wargamers' Spectrum" by Paddy Griffith and I expect
many readers will have recognised Individuals from their own clubs In the various types. I know I
did, particularly the 'player' but to be fair, not many of us enjoy losing. I am also aware that,
like the Editor and myself, many 'gamers are Irritated by the opponent who fields unpalnted troops.
Is this the aesthete In all of us?

To an extent, by researching uniforms, unit formations, tactics and battles do we not become
historians? I am often amazed by the amount of knowledge, shown by teenagers In our club, on their
respective periods.

To my knowledge there are not many wargamers who fight without the aid of commercially produced
figures, vehicles, scenery, etc. The point 1 am trying to make Is that contrary to Paddy Griffith's
final statement, most wargamers combine his four types already. The difference between each of us
being the amount by which one or more of these types predominate over the others. Unfortunately, as
Is now demonstrated at our club, the player Is predominating more and more. Thus we now get the
Confederate cavalry general who Insists he has the right to order his Brigade to shoot their horses
so that a defensive barrier may be built with them! Or the Union general who wishes to discharge
canister Into a melee because the Confederates are veterans and his own are only experienced and are
thus more expendable.

Talking of A.C.W. (crafty eh?) we are at last experiencing a revival In this recently neglected
period and many youngsters have become Interested In recent months."

A.R.Clark of Elburton, Plymouth.

ooOoo

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ on Page 10

I. Malta, by Sollman II and his Turks.

2. Lodl - 10 May 1796.

3. Admiral Sir Edward Hobart Seymour.

4. Marshal Marmont, when wounded General Clausel took over.

5. a) 9/16 September 1943: b) 14 October I8O6: c) 13 February 1692: d) 1 November 1914;
e) 3 July 1866.



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX magazine - April 1978. Well produced as always, contains good Illustrated articles on
present-day Chieftain tanks and naval vessels; The wehhlng and packs Pattern '58 worn Ijy British Army
comhat troops today; Armoured Warfare In the Far East hy Bryan Perrett; FV180 the Comhat Engineer
vehicle for the 1980's; The 7th U.S. Cavalry during the Indian Wars 1865-90 plus reviews of the latest
kits, models, hooks, etc.

ARQUEBUSIER - Vol.6: No.2 - Journal of the Pike and Shot Society, contains news of the Society's
activities and other affairs of Interest to Members. A subjective analysis of Renaissance Armies
(valuable for wargamers); Interesting listing of those armies which have achieved success In the
Society's 1977 Wargames Competition (I had not realised there was such a pleasing choice In this
period); Covenanters In Arms 1660-1689 Including Illustrations of standards; articles on the Marches
of England, Machlavelll, Muscovite Russia; a wargames report, correspondence and reviews of games,
books, etc.

MILITARY MODELLING - April 1978. A fat and well Illustrated copy containing articles on Standards
of the English Civil Wars; numerous articles on soldiers and uniforms of various periods plus extensive
reviews of the latest models, books, kits, etc., etc.

SOLDIER - March 1978 - Magazine of the Modern British Army contains well Illustrated articles on
The Ulster Defence Regiment; The Gurkhas; the film "The Four Feathers"; the latest news on todays army
plus extensive reviews of military LPs, books, etc.

NOTICE BOARD
To those numerous readers who have written to us, In varying tones of complaint, concerning the

seemingly defunct magazine WARGAMER'S MONTHLY. Apart from forwarding your letters to Its publishers,
there Is nothing we can do, as accepting an Introductory advert from them cannot responsibly commit
WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER In any way. In point of fact, we have not even been paid for that Ill-judged
advert!

ooOoo

Ron Miles, Miniature Figurine's popular Works Manager, has been forced through Ill-health to
change his job. They are now seeking a new man for the position - fancy your chances?

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER — November 1968; May 1973 to February .197A Inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p Including postage (USA/Canada 50c or 11 for ^5.50). Back numbers March 197k to date
can be obtained from TRADITION (5a & 5b Shepherd Street, Mayfalr, London W.l.) at kOp per copy Includ
ing postage.

—ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherd Street, London W.l.

ooOoo

MODERN WARGAMES - OFF TABLE FIRING bv Stuart J.Fanshaw

With the Introduction of long range artillery Into wargamlng comes the difficulty of simulating
the effect of firing by units so far back that they cannot be represented on the table Itself. Somehow
the shake of a dice to determine hit or miss does not really satisfy me - there Is no skill Involved,
only luck. So perhaps others may feel the same, and be Interested to consider the method that I favour.

It requires sketch maps of the terrain depicted on the table, showing the principal features of the
landscape, with a suitable grid superimposed so that marks on the map can be accurately transferred to
the table. To relate to range, two or three of these In diminishing sizes are required. For use, the
map of the appropriate scale is fastened to a (good quality) dart board, and a dart thrown for each
shell fired In the turn. The site of Impact Is then transferred to the table and the normal rules for
effect apply. For bombing, the target (on the dart board) is laid on the floor, and the attacker drops
his 'bombs' from a suitable step on the household steps In relation to the altitude of the attack. It
could, of course, be done by throwing the darts at the wall target, standing nearer or further away to
simulate altitude If preferred.

In the same way the off-table guns are no longer Inviolate - they must be marked on the tactical
map but not revealed to the enemy unless he can discover them by reconnaissance, or see the firing by
virtue of them being situated In a high position. When the enemy has located the area In which the
guns are situated, then a grldded map of that area Is produced, and his 'off-table' - or on - can fire
at them and try to silence them. Or order an air strike at the area.

The Idea can be expanded to take In other Ideas such as seeking out vital ammunition convoys or
relief columns In the rear, roads, or bridges can be attacked, etc., etc. In this way the 'skill' of
the gunners and airmen Is shown In the results, and even the site of a miss Is accurately fixed. And
you do not have to throw any actual missiles at your beautiful models.
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soldIER
SAVAGE AND SOLDIER is an historically-oriented magazine

dealing with the uniforms, battles, and wargames of the
great Colonial Era (roughly 1850-1920).

Recent issues have contained articles on the Franco-

Malagasy War of 1895, the American Plains Indian Wars,
the Chinese Army and the Boxer Rebellion, and Regiments
of the Zulu Army. Future issues will contain articles
on Isandhlwana Reappraised, the Punjab Frontier Force,
German East Africa Before World War One, the Cuban

Campaign of the Spanish-American War, and General
"Chinese" Gordon of Khartoum. For 1979, special
issues commemorating the centenaries of the Zulu
War and the 2nd Afghan War are planned. j

Subscription Rates:

$5.00 per calendar year (4 issues) USA and
Canada (Third Class Mail) and Foreign
(Printed Matter Surface Mail).

$6.00 per calendar year (4 issues) USA Jj^ '*
and Canada (First Class Mail).

$8.00 per calendar year (4 issues)
Foreign (Air Mail).

Single issues are available at
the cover price of $1.25 each
plus 25c postage and handling.

Please make all remittances payable, in US
funds, to SAVAGE AND SOLDIER MAGAZINE.

Please mail all orders to: J

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER Magazine
14219 NE 74th St. §1
Redmond, WA 98052 USA

In Great Britain, back issues may be

obtained from:

Douglas Johnson

20 Walton Crescent ^■|S8w|
Oxford
0X1 2JG ENGLAND

The price of issues in Britain is 75p.
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THE WOODFORD BOOKSHOP

Out-of-print and secondhand books specialising in
Military, Naval and Aviation

Collections and single items purchased.
Periodic Military Book Catalogues issued. SAE for sample copy.

DONALD HALL

Orders, Decorations and War Medals bought and sold
Modern Gallantry Awards are of special interest.

Send SAE for an example of our periodic catalogues.

BOTH AT:

33 VICTORIA RD., SOUTH WOODFORD, E18 1LJ
Telephone: 01 -989 4536

RADIO CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR 1:35

1:15 & 1:24

SCALE TANKS

HINODE PLACON

101 &R36 'Hinode" radio control
systems for 1:15, 1:25 & 1:35 scale model tank kits with
remote two motor drive units.

1:35 ScaiR System, PLACON 101/27
RETAIL INC VAT £25.00 POST PAID. UK ONLY

Equipment contains 27MHZ transmitter/receiver, pre-wired twin
motors, battery box, on/off switch, batteries for both transmitter and
receiver, tank antennae, fitting and operating instructions.
The above system can be installed in any make of 2 motor (remote) tank
kit In 1/35 scale. For example: Tamiya, Nichimo, Bandai.
N.B. The motors supplied with Placon 101 are of special design and
others cannot be substituted. There are on/off switches on both tank
receiver and transmitter for when radio control is not required. Range
varies from 30ft. to 60ft. plus, according to conditions.

a. » •«

.  ■ I

HINODE R36 RETAIL INC VAT £37.00
Radio control system for 1:15 and 1:25 scale remote (2 motor) tan)
kits. For example: Tamiya, Nichimo, Bandai.
System contains: 27MHZ transmitter and receiver, pre-wired harness
for battery installation and motor lead connections, batteries, tank
antennae, on/off switch, installation and running instructions.
The system utilizes existing moto— from tank kit and supressor chokes
are supplied with wiring harnr )r plug in operation.
On/off switches are supplied for both transmitter and receiver on tank
for when radio control is not required.
Range varies from 30ft. to 60ft. according to conditions.
SEND S.A.E. FOR LEAFLET

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS: EURO-MODELS. P.O. BOX TK6 TWICKENHAM, TW1 2JD. 01-892 0688

EURO MODELS



Siariraopers
THESE SUPERB FIGURES ARE INSPIRED BY FILMS AND SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS:
STS 1 Trooper in Powered Battle Armour witti Missile Launctier.
ST 2 Trooper in Personal Armour Kneeling.
ST 3 Trooper Unarmoured.
ST 4 Star Raider (Enemy Alien)
ST 5 Humanoid Warrior
STS 6 Aractinid Warrior (Giant Spider)
ST 7 Cyljorg Warrior
STS 8 Robot Fighting Machine
ST 9 Black Starlord

ST 10 White Starknight
ST 11 Young Hero
ST 12 Humanoid Robot
ST 13 Robot

ST 14 Space Pirate Captain
ST 15 Space Pirate with Missile Launcher
ST 16 Space Pirate with Pulse Rifle

Items coded STS are Special Figures
All others at 12p

Combat Vehicles and

Spacecraft
to follow

soon.

NEW

SWORD

AND

SORCERY 25mm

SSS3 Thoth Amon

Seated in throne of

skulls bome by
eight slaves.

Arch-Wizard of the Hypert)orean
age, on impressive skull ornamented throne.

The whole on a litter carried at shoulder height
by eight slaves.

A most imposing and sinister piece.

INTERSTELLAR CONFLICTS
IN 25mm SCALE

FROM

GARRISON

61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES,
TEESSIDE.

fn USA:

Couiter-Bennet Ltd.,
12158 Hamlin St., fiorth Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

In France:
Arbois Modelisme,
1222 Rue Bon-Houdart - B.P.32.93700
Drancy.

In Canada:
Sabre Model Supplies,
480 Rideau St., Ottawa, Ontario
KIM 5Z4.

In Australia:
Truescale Model Imports,
P.O. Box 36, Osborne Park, Western
Australia 6017.

THE NEW MODEL SOLDIER SHOP
162 INFIRMARY ROAD, SHEFFIELD, S63 DM : Tel: 77968

25mm ARMIES AND FORCES
Our Comprehensive Service has now been extended to inciude many more armies and
forces. Existing iists have been revised and improved. Alternatives are now avaiiabie for
several armies. "New this month.

COMPLETE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE DURING APRIL. 58p post paid.

ANCIENTS MEDIEVAL SEVENTY YEARS WAR
1. Egyptian -22. Crusador "37. English
2. Assyrian 23. H.Y.W. English "38. Prussian

4PeSn AMERICAN WAR
■ 5 Seleucid INDEPENDENCE
• 6.' Canhaginian RENAISSANCE 39. American

7. Caesarian Roman ^6. Polish 40. British
8. British 27. Turkish NAPOLEONIC

* 9. Later Roman 2®- Roman Empire 41. British
•to. Sassanid Persian FRENCH WARS OF RELIGION an
11. Byzantine *29 Huaenot Russian;i2. Arabs 41 SSc T, T'f
13. Carolingian 45. Austrian
14. Viking THIRTY YEARS WAR 46. Bavarian Wurtemburg
15. Norman *31. Swedish COLONIAL
16. Saxon *32. Imfjerial '47 British

•18 Samumi ENGLISH CIVIL WAR18. Samurai 33. Roundheads aucpirax. ur.o
34. Cavalier

MALBURIAN
*35. British

*36. French

FANTASY

19. Mythical Earth
20. Sword & Scorcery
21. Dungeons & Dragons

SEVENTY YEARS WAR
*37. English
*38. Prussian

AMERICAN WAR

OF INDEPENDENCE
39. American

40. British

NAPOLEONIC
41. British

42. French

43. Russian

44. Prussian

45. Austrian

46. Bavarian Wurtemburg

COLONIAL
*47. British

*48. Indian

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
49. Federal

50. Confederate

15mm

51. Royalist
52. Roundhead

Armies by Minifigs, Greenwood & Bail & Lamming £19.95 each
Post paid U.K. only. Minimum of 150 pieces

Renassiance armies by Hinchliffe £21.95 each.

^rseas add 25% Postage & Packing Opening Hours.
ArtilieryUnits £1.10 extra each Monday - Friday 9.30am - 5.00pm
Ohariots 98p extra each Closed all day Wednesday
elephants £1.10 extra each Saturday 9.30am • 2.30pm

Stockists of too many manufacturers to mention.
Armies are detailed to Regiments/Units including Officers. Standard Bearers.
Musicians, Cavalry & Personality figures where available.

NEW ENSIGN WARSHIPS
Metal 1200 Waterline Models

H.M.S. YORKcruiserl941 £1.50
H.M.S. EXETER cruiser 1939 £1.50

U.S.S. GRIDLEYdestroyer 1942 65p
I. J.N. YUBARI ligtitcruiser 1942 85p

Introducing a new range of
detailed models

WARSHIPS of TODAY

LEANDER CLASS frigate with SEACAT £1.00

U.S. SUFFOLK COUNTY CLASS LST £1.50

U.S. ADAMS CLASS DDG guided missile destroyer fl.OO
U. S KNOX CLASS DE guided missile destroyer £1.00
U.S. LOS ANGELES CLASS SSN nuclear submarine 40p

Postage 10%: minimum lOp: overseas extra.
Full Catalogue 25p Post Free U.K.

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES

LOWER BALLOO ROAD

GROOMSPORT CO. DOWN BT19 2LU N.I.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors: Eric W. Knowles and ivy B, Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone; 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS; 9.30am—«pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISING FOR WARGAMERS & MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by;
HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE

OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us .

Ships by;
NAVWAR

ENSIGN

FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by;
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by;
M.B.G. &

CANNON
MINIATURES

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

RANGE

RUSKIN /1R/MS
PUBUCHOUSE

HK5h St NORTH

EAST HAM
DISTRICT

■e-

NEWMOOEL
/1RMY I 1
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

WOT. NO DRA&ONS
DWARF5

NOR DUNGEONS?

NOf ■ NO NODDY NOR BIO-EARS !
BUT OVER 550 WAft&MES ITEMS IN I5«m.*
FROM ANCIENTS THROUGH TO WORLD WAR £.

PETER LAING 15mm METAL FIGURES

Send 12p for sample figure end full list

PETER LAING
MInden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

♦ TH E SCAur WlT« A LOT OF AOVANTAfiE^.

U.S. Watgamers can obtain PETER LAING's metal 15mm figures through
the following dealers

So/dter World, USA. P.O. Box175 Shrewsbury, PA 17361
The Three Musqueteers 10531 Santana St. Lakeside, CA 92040

Thor's TOC {Tactical Operations Center) Box 297, Ft. Meade MD 20755
The Little Soldier 1776 Plaza, 1776 East Jefferson St., Rockville. MD 20852

Royal Hobby Shop 3806 East State Street. Rockford, ILL 61107

AUSTRALIA
sole agents

Battlefield P.O. Box 47 Wahroonga 2076 Australia



SUGGESTIONS!

Easy-to-use yet realistic and
fast-moving rules for aerial
combat, 1915-1918. Performance
details included for over 150
types of aircraft,

BECKET - price 37p plus 12p P
Role-playing game of intrigue
and assassination in medieval
times. Will accommodate up to
22 players.

Available from;
Mrs J.M, Withers, 7 Nailers
Drive, Burntwood, Walsall,

Special discounts for clubs.

Trade enq.uiries welcome.

LIKE TO TRY WELLINGTON'S WARS IN

INDIA?

THE GREAT NORTHERN WAR?

THE WARS OF LIBERATION IN SOUTH

AMERICA?

All these, and many more, can be subjects for Wargaming using
our Rules covering 1685 to 1845. All types of troops are catered
for, from Elite regular Heavy Cavalry to raw conscript Infantry, or
Fanatics to tribal levies. Elephants, small boat landings, rockets.
They are all there.
These are probably the fastest moving Rules using large

formations, with alternative scales to cater for 30 mm to 5 mm troop
figures. And virtually no 'book-keeping'!

The Rules — 1685 - 1845. £1.70 post free In U.K.

An SAE will bring our full list of Rules in other periods, and
reference books from:

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP
75, ARDINGLY DRIVE

GORING BY SEA, SUSSEX

EAGLE
MIMA TV RES
P.O. BOX 14, BARRY. SOUTH
GLAMORGAN OF6 6YB
Tel. BARRY 740374

25 mm.

This new superb range of 25 mmfigures
of THE FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY
WARS is now available for you to
recreate such famous battles as Lodi,
Arcola, Rivoli and Marengo.

At the present time both foot and
mounted are available and gunners
and artillery will follow shortly. So write
today for lists of this exciting new range
or send 50p for samples — 2 foot,
1 mounted.
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At Games Centre, we have over 2,500 different items always in stock, including every board
wargame, fantasy-game, rule book and magazine you've ever heard of — by S'.P.I., Avalon
Hill, Game Designers'Workshop, Battleline, Metagaming Concepts, T.S.R., Simulation De
sign Corporation, Historical Perspectives, Judge's Guild, Flying Buffalo, Excalibre, Jedco,
Chaosium, Control Box, Eon, Third Millennia, Balboa, Watts, Bumpus, Fantasy Games
Unlimited, Gamma, Taurus, Maplay, Sopac, Sym-war, Warthog, Zocchi and many more.

call in at one of our shops, you can be sure of friendly personal service, and expert advice.

16J Hanway Street
London W1A 2LS

01-6368278

2 Castle Street

Kingston Upon Thames
01-5496486

C.sMj
UIF

Write for details of games by mail order ■

HAS EVERY WARGAME ̂

Open six days a week — browsers welcome

or see our advertisement each month in "Games & Puzzles" magazine.

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863

9788

THE MODEL SHOP

190-194 STATION ROAD

HARROW, MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm foot 9p CAV
NEWI Mule drawn Maxim Gun and Crew £1 -35

NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon with four horse team etc £3.00

set

E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off. 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
F10 Baggara Standard Bearer on Camel 35p

F1 Hadendowah Swordsman
F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman

E1 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Off.

F4 Jihadia Rifleman
F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL CATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p

COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules, 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £3.0(

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun, limber, 6 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc., £3.0(

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY

B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf. Kneeling Firing

CAV 20p
£1.35

B5 Inf. Standing Firing
86 Inf. Advancing
B7 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B8 Inf. Marching
B9 Highland Off. Marching
BIO Highland Off. Firing Pistol
B11 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
B12 Highland Inf. Kneeling Firing
B13 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
B14 Highland Inf. Advancing
B15 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B16 Highland Inf.
BC1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
B17 Officer Marching
B18 Officer Firing Pistol
B19 Infahtry Lying Firing
B20 Infantry Kneeling Firing
B21 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
623 infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
B25 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY

BZ1 Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
BZ5 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
BZ8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chief

T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung

RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Cossack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer, 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set 60p
Colonial G un Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling, Set 60p

FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
H1 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY

H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer

All First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



AIR BATTLES
IN MINIATURE
A WARGAMEK'S GUIDE TO AERIAL COMBAT, 1939-19^5 By MIKE SPICK

This first in-depth study of aerial wargaming fills, without doubt, the
obvious gap in the 'compleat' wargamer's library with authority and,
almost certainly, definitively.

The author takes the reader step-by-step through the analysis of data
both on aircraft performance and weaponry and explains in detail how the
playing rules were formulated, without involvement in advanced aerodynamics
or mathematics.

Three sets of rules cover; the table-top game played with model aircraft
- primarily for fighter v fighter but also with other applications;
the large-scale air campaign fought in the
ops room - details enable the reader to

re-create the Battle of Britain or
Malta, 19^2; night-fighting - as an
extremely effective board game.

With a foreword by respected aviation
authority Alfred Price, extensive
historical background information,
clear and precise maps and diagrams
as well as some excellent model
photography, Air Battles in Miniature
provides a formidable arm in the
arsenal of wargaming literature in
general.

£4.95 net (by post, £5.50)
Published: May 22.

O Patrick Stephens Limited
IQbI Bar Hill, Cambridge, CB3 BEL. le\ Crafts Hill (0954) 80010

To: yoiir leading bookseller or direct from Patrick Stephens Limited,

Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8EL. Please send me Copy/copies of
Air Battles in Miniature: A Wargamer's Guide to Aerial Combat. 1939-

I enclose Si— (including postage) Overseas orders:

please remit by International Money Order.

Name

Address

Trade orders invited WN5/78



*25mm Tradition wargame figures.

*35mm figures by Clive Knight.

*54mm animated figures by Chas.
C. Stadden and other makers.

*54mm Tradition figures in kit
form.

*54mm diorama figures by Alan
Caton.

*90mm figures by Chas. C. Stadden.

*110mm figures by Ron Cameron.

'Painted figures in most scales.

Numerous reference books and

painting guides.

Paints and brushes.

Old Britainsand other collector's

models.

*80mm figures by Jeff Willis.
Gifts and souvenirs of a military

80mm figures by Alan Caton. nature.

Plus a selection of militaria and military prints.

*We are the sole makers of these figures and carry the
largest and most comprehensive selection to be found anywhere.

Nearest Underground and buses: Green Park and Hyde Park Corner.
Buses to Park Lane Hilton.

For those unable to visit us please add postage and packing
on all mail orders-10% in U.K., 20% Overseas.

OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY 9-4.

AND FOR THE COLLECTOR OF FINE MILITARY ANTIQUES, OUR NEW MILITARIA SHOP AT

10 WHITEHORSE STREET, W.I.
(adjoining Shepherd Street)

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

LATEST RELEASES - LARGE NEW RANGE OF25mm FIGURES

AMERICAN TROOPS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 1776-1783

SEND S.A.E FOR DETAILS OH 30 PENCE FOR COMPLETE 25mm LIST

□rx*ci,di.ibi.oxiL

5A & SB SHEPHERD STREET - MAYFAIR ■ LONDON W1' Tel: 01-493 7452

DESLITH (Print & 0«i^) LTD..'


